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MICHAEL KELLY GUITARS
guitars

Electric Guitars
 53DB
Great 8  
Boutique Mod; 
Maple Fretboard
Big tone and versatility 
are the calling card of 
the 53DB. With a double 
humbucker configura-
tion, you start with a full 
array of classic tones 
often missing from a 
guitar of this style. We 
then added our custom 
electronics modifica-
tion called the Great 8 
allowing you to switch 
those humbuckers into 
a single-coil tone. This 
is done using two pro-
vided push-pull pots. 
Have fun with these eight 
distinctive tonal options! 
The body on the 53DB 
is made from alder and 

has a great looking flame maple top. 
The Great 8 electronics mod is one of our most demanded mods. With this 
mod we double the sonic spectrum of our two-humbucker instruments. 
You still have the full powered tone of each humbucker and the traditional 
settings to give you neck, bridge or both. With Great 8 we add two push-pull 
switches to the volume and tone knobs, that when pulled up one coil of the 
humbucker is disengaged giving you a cleaner single coil tone. You can 
control each pickup separately, maximizing your options. What can you do 
with 8 sonic options?
00364914 Cherry Sunburst �����������������������������������������MSRP $589�99 • MAP $429�99
00364915 Dark Tiger’s Eye ������������������������������������������MSRP $589�99 • MAP $429�99

 1953 Quad 
Boutique Mod
Just the right amount of 
vintage magic makes the 
1953 the choice for those 
that are seeking a more 
traditional instrument. 
The ‘53s all-Alder body is 
capped with flame maple 
and the pickup configura-
tion is vintage traditional. 
Well at least that is how 
it appears. Actually we 
put an MK electronics 
mod on the 1953 that 
we call the Quad Mod. 
As the name implies you 
get 4 great sonic options 
instead of the expected 3 
options. The 1953 has a 
4 way switch and in that 
fourth switch position we 
give you both pickups in 
series. It is like having a 

nice fat humbucker as those two pickups work together. The 1953 also has 
some nice and hot single-coil Rockfield’s designed especially for this instrument. 
Traditional has never been more evolved.
The Quad Mod gives you the traditional three-position tonal performance, 
while adding a valuable 4th pickup setting. This added tonal option turns 
on both neck and bridge pickups in series which is a thick and punchy tone 
much like a humbucker. However considering the two coils are located in 
completely different locations on the guitar the tone is as unique as it is useful 
and a welcome addition to the standard two single coil pickup configuration.
00364917 Blue Jean Wash with Maple Fretboard ��������MSRP $589�99 • MAP $429�99
00364913 Caramel Burst with Ebony Fretboard �����������MSRP $589�99 • MAP $429�99

1963 Tobacco Burst  
Electric Guitar
H/S/S Ebony Fretboard
Sleek, comfortable and sonically versatile the 1963 is 
the perfect guitar for the gigging musician. It features 
a flame maple body top, alder body, maple neck, 
Macassar ebony fretboard, 22 medium jumbo frets, 
MK 6 Classic headstock with bird’s eye maple, MK fat 
single coil neck pickup, MK classic center single coil 
middle pickup, MK vintage plus humbucker bridge 
pickup, and chrome hardware.
00364916 ��������������������������MSRP $579�99 • MAP $429�99
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MICHAEL KELLY GUITARS
guitars

Bass Guitars
Dragonfly 4 Fretless
Acoustic Bass with Smoke Burst Finish
The Michael Kelly Dragonfly 4 acoustic bass brings 
beauty visually and tonally to your professional gig, 
worship service, or campfire jam. The signature 
Abalone and Pearl dragonfly inlay is eye-catching 
and distinctive – you’ll reach for it again and again.
The Quilt Maple top and body pair with the 34” scale 
length and bring warmth and body to each song. The 
Fishman Presys + Bass™ electronics mean that you 
can plug in and play in any situation. The Standard 
C neck profile is comfortable and familiar as soon as 
you pick it up.
00365863  �������������������������MSRP $939�99 • MAP $679�99

 

 
 Pinnacle Active Bass
Electric Bass Guitar with 
Natural Burl Finish
The Pinnacle is designed for bass 
players who demand an eye-catch-
ing instrument that delivers an enor-
mous range of sounds. Thoughtful 
design details created an evenly 
balanced instrument which feels 
comfortable whether you play stand-
ing or sitting. The deep cut lower 
horn offers easy access to the upper 
reaches of the neck. The swamp ash 
body provides a balanced tone and 
the ornately-burled poplar top gives 
the instrument a distinctive look. 
Maple and walnut are layered to 
create a rock-solid five-piece neck, 
and the slim shape inspires confi-
dence while performing. Diamond 
inlays and glow-in-the-dark side 

markers add a special touch to the rich ebony fretboard.
The Pinnacle is able to create that perfect tone, whether in a concert perfor-
mance, recording in the studio, or simply knocking out tunes in rehearsal. 
Two custom-wound Rockfield MDC4 humbucker pickups provide a modern, 
fat sound with potent midrange punch. This increased output of the dual coils 
produces a full, meaty voice that can sing with amazing sustain. Each pickup 
is equipped with a dedicated coil-split switch. Splitting the pickup coils to 
single-coil configuration will deliver a more airy, classic tone.
The push-pull Master Volume knob engages the active preamp. In the active 
mode, the MK Custom 3-band EQ offers simple control shaping of the instru-
ment’s sound. Selecting the passive mode calls up an authentic “old school” 
tone. It is this inclusive combination of pickups, coil-splitting, pickup blend-
ing, and the active MK 3-band EQ that assure an endless range of signature 
sounds for each player.
The diecast MCN bridge allows individual side-to-side saddle adjustments for 
variable string spacing by up to 1.5mm to optimize the instrument to your 
playing preferences. An exposed spoked truss rod wheel at the base of the 
fingerboard makes any needed adjustments quick and easy.
00368414 Pinnacle 4�������������������������������������������������MSRP $1099�99 • MAP $699�99
00368415 Pinnacle 5�������������������������������������������������MSRP $1149�99 • MAP $739�99

Gig Bags
Michael Kelly gig bags are custom-shaped lightweight soft cases made spe-
cifically for our acoustic guitars. They are well padded to protect your guitar, 
but light weight making it ideal for getting back and forth to the gig.

Acoustic Guitar Gig Bag
00368809  ����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $99�99 • MAP $79�99

Electric Guitar Gig Bag
00368810  ����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $99�99 • MAP $79�99

Acoustic Bass Guitar Gig Bag
00368808  ����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $99�99 • MAP $79�99

Electric Bass Guitar Gig Bag
00368800  ����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $99�99 • MAP $79�99

Deluxe Gig Bag for Mandolins
00368811  ����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $99�99 • MAP $79�99

Hard Cases
These custom dark brown hardshell Michael Kelly cases feature a plush lined 
interior, sturdy clasps, metal feet and a padded handle. 

 

1950s & 1960s Series Electric Guitar Hard Case
00368802  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $179�99 • MAP $149�99

Acoustic Guitar Hard Case
00368804  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $159�99 • MAP $149�99

Port Cutaway Acoustic Guitar Case
For Forte Port, Forte Port X & Triad Port Models
00368806  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $159�99 • MAP $149�99

Rick Turner Acoustic Guitar Hard Case
00368807  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $159�99 • MAP $149�99

Patriot/Hybrid Guitar Hard Case
00368805  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $159�99 • MAP $149�99

Acoustic Bass Guitar Hard Case
00368803  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $210�00 • MAP $179�99

Deluxe Mandolin Hard Case
00368801  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $159�99 • MAP $129�99
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Loog Guitars
Loog Pro
3-String Electric Guitars with Built-in Amp
With Loog’s 3-string Loog Pro Electric guitar and its accompanying app, kids 
as young as 8 can learn to play songs – not just scales or exercises – on 
day one. This gives them a sense of accomplishment that stimulates them 
to keep going. With Loog, kids are playing, learning and having fun from the 
very beginning, acquiring skills that stay with them forever. The new Loog 
electric guitars have a built-in amp. Yep. They managed to fit an amplifier 
and a speaker in there! And they did it in a quite subtle way: there’s virtually 
no extra weight, no awkward knobs or controls and the classic Loog guitar 
silhouette stays unchanged.

Loog Pro Yellow
00363759 
MSRP/MAP $179�99

Loog Pro Magenta
00363760 
MSRP/MAP $179�99

Gator Frameworks
GUITAR SEATS

Guitar Seat/Stand Combo
Model GFW-GTR-SEAT
Features include:
• Durable, padded seat cushion
• Collapsible design with quick release pin for 

compact storage
• Removable, ergonomic backrest secures to seat 

bottom
• Folding, hideaway guitar stand on bottom front 

legs with finish-friendly padding
• Soft micro-suede patch on seat for resting gui-

tar neck when utilizing stand
• Rubber no-slip feet with removable red safety 

rings
• 300-lb� weight capacity
• Some assembly required, hardware included

03726062  ��������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $127�99 • MAP $79�99

Deluxe Guitar Seat
Model GFW-GTR-SEATDLX
Features include:
• Deluxe seat with 3-point height-adjustment 

system and rear guitar hanger
• Convenient neck yoke on rear side safely holds 

acoustic, electric or bass guitar
• Features height-adjustable seat, backrest & 

footrest
• Ergonomically design seat cushion with 3 inch-

es/76 mm-thick foam padding for maximum 
comfort during long performances

• Footrest equipped with non-slip grip tape to 
maintain desired playing position

• Rubber feet keep you firmly planted on stage
• Folds for easy transport & storage

03726063  ������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $239�99 • MAP $149�99

GUITAR STANDS

Single Guitar Stand
Model GFW-GTR-1000
Holds 1 acoustic or electric guitar
03726064  ���������������������������������������MSRP $29�99 • MAP $17�99

Double Guitar Stand
Model GFW-GTR-2000
Holds 2 acoustic or electric guitars
03726066  ��������������������������������MSRP $49�99 • MAP $29�99

Collapsible Combo Amp Stand
Model GFWGTRAMP100
03726185 �����������������������������������������MSRP $49�99 • MAP $29�99

GUITAR HANGERS

Wall Mount Guitar Hangers
Hanger with Black Mounting Plate
Model GFW-GTR-HNGRBLK
03726056  ������������������������������������������MSRP $23�99 • MAP $14�99

Hanger with Cherry Mounting Plate
Model GFW-GTR-HNGRCHR
03726057  �������������������������������������������MSRP $23�99 • MAP $14�99

Hanger with  
Mahogany Mounting Plate
Model GFW-GTR-HNGRMHG

03726058  ����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $23�99 • MAP $14�99

Hanger with Maple Mounting Plate
Model GFW-GTR-HNGRMPL
03726059  ������������������������������������������MSRP $23�99 • MAP $14�99

Hanger with  
Satin Chrome Mounting Plate
Model GFW-GTR-HNGRSCH

03726060  ����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $23�99 • MAP $14�99
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* = In accordance with California labeling requirements:  WARNING: Cancer & Reproductive Harm – www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

guitar effects pedals

Hotone guitar effects pedals and more are now available from Hal Leonard once again!

AMPERO SERIES

Ampero
Amp Modeler/Effects Processor
00293808  ����������� MSRP/MAP $399�99

Ampero Gig Bag
00364042  ��������������������� MSRP $49�99 

MAP $39�99

Ampero One
Amp Modeler & Effects Processor
00364028  ������������������� MSRP $389�99 

MAP $299�99

Ampero Switch
Compact Momentary 
Footswitch Controller
00364030  ��������������������� MSRP $24�99  

MAP $19�99

LOOP SWITCHER

 
 
 
Patch Kommander
4-Channel Programmable Loop 
Switcher
*00257821  ���������� MSRP/MAP $124�99

PREAMPS

A Station
Acoustic 
Guitar  
Preamp/D.I.

*00211509  �����������������������������$259�99

B  
Station
Bass  
Preamp/D.I.

*00211510  �����������������������������$259�99

PORTABLE FLOOR 
AMPLIFIERS

BritWind
Nano Legacy Series
Portable Dual Channel Floor 
Amplifier
*00276699  ���������� MSRP/MAP $249�99

Mojo 
Attack
Nano  
 Legacy 
Series

Portable Dual Channel Floor 
Amplifier
*00276700  ���������� MSRP/MAP $249�99

Loudster
Portable Floor Power Amplifier
00286413  ����������� MSRP/MAP $149�99

NANO LEGACY  
SERIES MINI AMPS
5W Class AB Guitar Amplifier Heads

British Invasion
*00138401  ������������ MSRP/MAP $99�99

Heart Attack
*00139631  ������������ MSRP/MAP $99�99

Mojo Diamond
*00154393  ������������ MSRP/MAP $99�99

Purple Wind
*00138400  ������������ MSRP/MAP $99�99

Thunder Bass
*00139632  ������������ MSRP/MAP $99�99

OMNI SERIES  
GUITAR PEDALS

Omni AC
Acoustic  
Simulator 
Guitar Pedal

00301329  ����������� MSRP/MAP $149�99

Omni IR
Impulse 
Response 
Cabinet  
Simulator 
Guitar Pedal

00301330  ����������� MSRP/MAP $149�99

BINARY SERIES 
EFFECTS PEDALS

Binary 
Amp
CDCM 
Amplifier 

Simulator Effects Pedal
*00276758  ���������� MSRP/MAP $139�99

Binary 
Eko
CDCM Delay 
Effects Pedal

*00276759  ���������� MSRP/MAP $139�99

Binary IR 
Cab

Impulse Response Cabinet 
Simulator Effects Pedal
*00276760  ���������� MSRP/MAP $149�99

Binary 
Mod

CDCM Modulation Effects 
Pedal
*00276761  ���������� MSRP/MAP $139�99

SKYLINE SERIES 
GUITAR EFFECTS 
PEDALS

CAB
Analog Cabinet 
Simulator Pedal
*00200665  ����$134�99

 
 
LUSH
Flanger  
Guitar Pedal
*00200669  ��$134�99

TUNER
Guitar 
Effects 
Pedal

*00138402  ������������ MSRP/MAP $69�99

WALLY+
Loop Station 
Effects Pedal
*00276698  
MSRP/MAP $99�99
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OTHER GUITAR EFFECTS 
PEDALSLS

JoggJogg
USB Audio Interface 
Guitar Pedal
00301331   00301331   
MSRP/MAP $99�99MSRP/MAP $99�99

Soul PressSoul Press
Volume/Expression/
Wah-Wah Pedal
*00148932 00148932 
MSRP/MSRP/MAP $99�99

Vow Press
Switchable Volume/
Wah Pedal
*00174536 
MSRP/MAP $99�99

ACCESSORIES

DC Power Supply
00364031 9V ����������� MSRP/MAP $13�99
00364034  18V (Nano Legacy & Ampero 

 ��������������� MSRP/MAP $19�99
00364035  19V (Nano Legacy  

Floor Amps) ����� MSRP $49�99
MAP $39�99

DCA Power Cable
Angled Head DC Cable  
for Guitar Pedals

*00242615 DCA-5 (5-Plug) ��������������� MSRP/MAP $6�49
*00242614 DCA-10 (10-Plug) ����������� MSRP/MAP $7�99

Karat Cap
10-Pc Footswitch Cap Pack
00364043  ����������������������� MSRP/MAP $9�99

Straight Connector
00364041 ���������� MSRP/MAP $2�49

Z-Shaped  
Connector

00364039 1�5cm; 5 Pieces ������������� MSRP/MAP $13�99
00364040 3cm; 1 Piece ������������������� MSRP/MAP $3�99

Line 6
HX Stomp 
XL
Amp and Effects 
Processor

The HX Stomp XL delivers HX® modeling in a per-
formance-ready pedal with eight capacitive-touch 
footswitches. The same SHARC® DSP chip found 
in Helix® enables it to run up to eight processing 
blocks simultaneously, and the footswitches let 
you access and control those blocks in powerful 
ways. It sends and receives Program Change, 
Continuous Controller, and other MIDI messages. 
USB HX Stomp XL functions as a multi-channel 
24-bit/96kHz audio interface for Mac and PC, with 
DI, re-amping, and MIDI capabilities built in. HX 
Stomp XL can also record to an iPad (with optional 
Apple Camera Connection Kit).
00365152  ������������������ MSRP $949�99 • MAP $749�99

HX Messenger 
Bag
The HX Messenger Bag is 
a custom-fitted carrying 
bag specially designed 
for the HX family of 

instrument processors, including HX Stomp XL, 
HX Stomp, and HX Effects. 
00365153  �������������������� MSRP $111�99 • MAP $79�99

POD Go 
Wireless
Destination 
Tone
With its simple 
p l u g - a n d - p l a y 

interface, ultra-portable lightweight design, and 
best-in-class tones, the POD® Go Wireless guitar 
processor gets you on the road to ultimate tone. 
Plus, its onboard Relay® wireless receiver and 
included Relay G10T transmitter free you go wher-
ever your inspiration takes you.
POD Go Wireless enables a simple and intuitive 
workflow. 
POD Go Wireless boasts an arsenal of profes-
sional-quality amp, cab, and effect models drawn 
from the acclaimed HX family of effects proces-
sors–including classic amps like the Blackface, 
Plexi Lead, and Treadplate – as well as supporting 
third-party IR loading. What is more, sophisticated 
features such as Snapshots enable you to easily 
access all the tones you’ll need to cover every 
section of every song. 
00329239  ������������������ MSRP $769�99 • MAP $599�99

Morley Pedals
Morley Gold Series Pedals

ABC
Selector Combiner
Route one guitar to three 
amps OR route three gui-
tars to one amp. Then, you 

can combine or select as needed. True Bypass 
circuit and passive design requires no power.
00369706  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $129�00

ABY
Selector Combiner
Route one signal to two 
outputs or two inputs to 
one output. Then choose 

A, B or A & B combined. LED’s show you which 
signal is active. 
00369707  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $99�00

ABY Mix
Combiner
Route two input signals to 
two outputs. Each input 
signal is independent 

with its own level control. Separate footswitches 
allow you to turn on or off each output source as 
needed. Two people can play at the same time 
through the ABY Mix into 1 or 2 amps! Use to mix 
down CD and MP3 player to mixer or to control 
two keyboards. 
00369708  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $119�00

Vidami
Vidami
Video Looper 
Pedal
Vidami is a patented, 
hands-free video 
looper that makes 
learning on YouTube 
easier and faster. No 
more reaching for 

the mouse and keyboard to control the video. Stay 
focused and inspired while you loop, slow down, 
rewind, fast-forward, play and pause online videos 
– all with a tap of your foot. Loop, slow down, 
play, pause, and rewind videos – all with your 
foot. Learning is all about repetition, and Vidami’s 
built-in functionality makes that fast and easy.
00373592�������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $149�99
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3699 fUZZ™
Danelectro® owner Steve Ridinger created the 
FOXX® pedal line in the 1970s. Steve priced the 
FOXX® Tone Machine® at $49. Today originals sell 
for $600+. Now Steve brings back his original circuit 
with some important tweaks. He made the octave way 
more pronounced, the octave is foot switchable, the 
tone is warmer, and there is a “mid boost” toggle that 
counteracts the mid cut of the original pedal. Velvet 
tone for sure: play one!
00364380  ������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $199�00

Back Talk™
Nobody does Reverse Delay like this! Invented by 
Danelectro® in 1999, this pedal has achieved cult 
status. Originals cost a small fortune. Why? Because 
of its warm violin-like, organ-like tone. It literally flips 
the phrase you just played and plays it backwards. 
There’s nothing like it – party like it’s 1999...because 
it is!
00364381  ������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $199�00

Roebuck™
Look closely at the boards of top L.A. and Nashville 
players and you will see the 1990s Ibanez® 
Mostortion™ again and again. Danelectro® brings 
back this awesome pedal, nailing the original tone 
and grit, but also adding 2 tasty clipping options. 
Better than ever!
00364382  ������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $199�00

The Breakdown™
Rewind to 1968. Famous guitar god uses this pedal 
to record his first album. Entire planet goes nuts. 
Inexplicably, the pedal then disappears. Until now. 
Danelectro® resurrects this awesome, incredibly 
organic sounding pedal. 6 position “Break Up” control 
takes your guitar signal and slams the front of your 
amp with increasing punch. Positions 1 through 3 are 
ear-friendly and have “leave on all the time” potential. 
Positions 4 through 6 grab you and knock you back 
against the nearest piece of concrete. But in the most 

pleasant way.
00364383  �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $149�00

The Eisenhower Fuzz™
This 50 year old is just hitting its stride. Over the top 
Fuzz with super hot Octave effect. A mint example will 
cost you plenty. But it still will not sound half as good 
as this. We amped the gain and added EQ. Delicious 
harmonics with super “out front” octave. Sculpt set-
ting scoops mids and boosts bass for outrageous “in 
your face” tone. Such fun!
00364384  ������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $149�00

GUITAR MINI AMPS

 

Honeytone® Mini Amp
The Danelectro Honeytone N-10 guitar mini amp cranks like a little hot rod has a great clean or overdriven 
sound. The Honeytone amp also boasts a real leather handle, belt clip, headphone jack, volume, tone, 
and overdrive controls. The Honeytone N-10 amp is powered by 9-volt battery (included) or a Danelectro 
DA-1 adapter.
00364377 Aqua ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39�95
00364378 Black ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $39�95
00364379 Burgundy������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $39�95
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RED PANDA
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guitar effects pedals

Bit Buffer
Noise-Reduction 
Device
Red Panda
The Bit Buffer is a 
tiny (2” x 1.5”) buffer 
that uses an ultra-low 
distortion, low-noise 
Burr-Brown op amp. 

Place it at the beginning of your pedal chain to 
prevent high-frequency loss (tone suck), or right 
before a long cable to a pedalboard or amp. Works 
with standard pedal power supplies from 9-18 V.
00364903  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $79�00

Bitmap 2
Reduction and 
Modulation Pedal
The Bitmap is a stereo 
bitcrusher with frac-
tional bit reduction 
and sample rate mod-
ulation. The Bitmap 2 

adds waveshaping, wavefolding, and a window 
comparator for extreme digital distortion. A drive 
control handles everything from single coil guitars 
to synthesizers, with +8 dBu maximum signal level 
and plenty of gain with overdrive. Modulation 
and envelope control create dynamic, responsive 
distortion and digital artifacts.
The Bitmap 2 is tuned to provide maximum sus-
tain without sputtering on staccato notes. Less 
extreme settings add layers of nonlinearities that 
interact in subtle ways, giving you the warmth 
and grit of 8- and 12-bit samplers. Sample rate 
reduction turns your guitar into 8-bit video game 
sounds or twists scales into inharmonic melodies. 
Sample rate modulation adds subtle motion or 
morphs your guitar into entirely new textures.
00364899  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $299�00

Bit Mixer
Mixer for  
Pedalboards
The Bit Mixer is a 
small, high-quality 
mixer designed for 
pedalboards. It fea-
tures ultra-low distor-

tion, low noise op amps. High-impedance inputs 
are designed for guitar, but work with line level 
signals as well. Each input has a volume knob 
that goes from off to unity gain. Only 4.4” x 2.6”, 
and works with standard pedal power supplies 
from 9-18 V.
00364902  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $149�00

Context 2
Reverb Pedal
The Context is a 
reverb pedal inspired 
by 1980’s rack mount 
reverbs. It has 8 
algorithms, including 
room, hall, cathedral, 
gated reverb, reverse 

reverb, plate, spring, and a granular reverb. Each 
algorithm features separate high and low fre-
quency damping controls, pre-delay, modulation, 
dynamics (duck/expand), and infinite hold. In 
addition, delay is always available, along with 
tremolo in spring mode.
The modulation knob changes the amount and 
character of the internal reverb modulation, spe-
cific to each algorithm. It gives you a mix of differ-
ent modulation types from 1980’s and early 90’s 
reverbs, including chorus modulation, random 
modulation that keeps the pitch stable, and 
deep modulated reverbs. Holding down the shift 
button adjusts the modulation rate. Reverse reverb 
fades in louder and brighter over time, giving 
the impression of playing backwards. Modulation 
adds a wash of normal reverb.
00364898  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $299�00

Particle 2
Granular Delay 
Pitch-Shifting 
Pedal
Particle™ is a granu-
lar delay/pitch shift-
ing pedal. It chops 
your signal into small 
grains and then rear-

ranges, shifts, and mangles it, using the tech-
niques of granular synthesis in real time. Results 
range from radical pitch and delay modulation to 
shimmering repeats to time stretching, stutter, 
and glitch sounds.
The Particle 2 is performance friendly, with controls 
spaced for real-time tweaking and designed so you 
can explore new sonic territory while remaining in 
control. Use the assignable expression pedal or 
DIY-friendly remote switch for hands-free control. 
The Particle 2 is pedalboard-friendly with all jacks 
on top. With full MIDI control, stereo input/output, 
and +8 dBu maximum input level, it is also at 
home in modular setups or the studio.
00364897  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $299�00

Remote 4
Switchboard 
Pedal
Remote with 

4 footswitches to access presets and extended 
pedal functions. Scribble strips above each switch 
can be labeled with a Sharpie and erased using 
isopropyl alcohol. Connects to the pedal via a 
1/4” TRS cable (included), and does not require 
power. Works with all Red Panda effects pedals 
that have USB. See your pedal’s documentation 
for specific functions.
00364904  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $99�00

Tensor™

Pitch and 
Time-Shifting 
Pedal
The Tensor gives you 
live reverse and tape 
stop effects, pitch 
shifting, time stretch-

ing and hold functions that you can combine in 
creative ways. Slow down, speed up and rewind 
in real time. Stretch or compress time with no 
pitch change. Loop, overdub, and randomly slice 
phrases up to 9.4 seconds (4.7 seconds in stereo).
Intelligent randomization adapts to the knob set-
tings. The results range from occasional CD skips, 
stutters, and rhythmic repeats to random slicing 
and erratic pitch shifts. Both foot switches have 
momentary and latching modes to inject pitch 
jumps, glitches, or instantly rewind what you 
just played.
The Tensor(TM) is in a pedalboard-friendly 
enclosure with all jacks on top. All controls are 
immediately accessible with well-spaced knobs 
for live tweaking, and USB MIDI for recording 
and sequencing.
00364901  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $299�00

guitar effects pedals
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guitar effects pedals

Boost MKII 
Pedal
This multifunction guitar 
pedal can function as a 
gain booster, with +16dB 
of ultra-transparent gain 
that can either drive 
your amp into saturation 

or give your solos a squeaky-clean level bump, 
depending on where you choose to deploy it. Able 
to accommodate both line- and instrument-level 
signals, the Boost MKII also includes ultra-linear 
input/output buffers that are guaranteed to elevate 
the sound of your entire rig. This stompbox’s buf-
fers can propel a typical mid-level rig into pro-level 
territory with zero tonal coloration. 
00366978  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $199�99

Dynamic  
Distortion
The Dynamic Distortion is a 
sonic hybrid of the two most 
iconic distortion pedals in 
rock & roll history, the 
Germanium Fuzz of the ‘60s 
and the TS Overdrive of the 

‘80s. This legendary combo provides unmatched 
touch sensitivity and clean-up with your guitar 
volume knob from sparkley cleans, to overdrive, to 
fuzz, while providing the mid-range cut of a classic 
TS pedal and the full-bodied woolliness of a vin-
tage Fuzz. It has all the advantages of combining 
the tonal DNA of these historic pedals (TS & Fuzz) 
with none of the drawbacks: use a buffer before or 
after the pedal with ZERO compromise in sound, 
get classic Fuzz tones that always cuts through the 
mix, get the full sweep of your wah pedal, and get 
the perfect mid-range overdrive tone with plenty 
of low-end fatness and note bloom. 
00364314  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $199�99

Nyle Compressor/ 
Preamp
The NYLE compressor marries 
the classic studio rack com-
pressors of the ‘70s and ‘80s 
with a vintage preamp, putting 
the legendary clean tone of 

the likes of Prince or Nile Rogers directly at your 
feet. The top row of knobs & toggles control the 
compressor side of the NYLE, offering traditional 
volume and sustain controls as well as ratio to con-
trol the blend of your dry and compressed signal. The 
three-way attack toggle switch allows you to control 
the sensitivity of the compressor, offering subtle to 
ultra-squashy compression. Additionally, you can 
use the three-way treble toggle switch to dial in 
high frequencies that best suit your rig. The bottom 
three knobs control the mic pre circuit, giving you 
control of the volume, EQ, and gain. The EQ adjusts 
the low-mid frequencies of your signal to bring out 
the warmth of the preamp circuit. 
00364307  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $249�99

Steel String 
MkII
Guitar Effects Pedal
Whether you’re look-
ing for a taste of Texas 
sweet tea or a return to 
Gravity, the Vertex Steel 
String Clean Drive MkII 

– now 33% slimmer and with an added trick up its 
sleeve – faithfully captures that “SSS” magic using 
an actual Dumble Steel String Singer #001. The 
Steel String MkII is dead-simple in its operation 
yet matchless in its rootsy mojo. With gain set-
tings below 1:00, the Steel String Clean Drive MkII 
makes an incredibly versatile clean boost, with a 
Filter control to dial in how much of that D-style 
midrange shaping your instrument demands.
00364308  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $199�99

Steel String 
Supreme
When it comes to 
Mayer-style compressed 
clean and lead tones, 
the Vertex Effects Steel 
String Supreme – based 
on serial #001 of a leg-

endary six-figure tube amp – is the only tone 
shaper you’ll need in your arsenal. Whether you’re 
front-ending a stage amp with the SSS’s expanded 
all-analog preamp, feeding a little Texas sugar into 
your modeling device, or even running straight 
into a cab IR, this pedal is guaranteed to put a 
smile on your face. Just like the amp it’s named 
after, the Steel String Supreme is characterized 
by a fat, clean, compressed sound that abso-
lutely marinates signals in tubelike harmonics as 
you ramp up the gain. The Supreme’s active EQ 
and Bright/Deep + Rock/Jazz switches add new 
tone-shaping capabilities to this latest addition to 
the Steel String family. From subtle fattening and 
clean compression to full-on overdrive, the Vertex 
Effects Steel String Supreme is the next best thing 
to having a real-deal SSS in your rig.
00364306  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $249�99

T-Drive
The T Drive is a sonic 
recreation of the legend-
ary Trainwreck™ Express 
amplifier. Rooted in the 
tradition of British amps 
from the ‘60s & ‘70s, 
Trainwrecks are famous 

for their fast pick response and exceptional dynam-
ics that range from chimey “Vox” style cleans, to 
a soaring “Plexi” overdrive. To most accurately 
recreate the harmonic complexity of the Trainwreck 
amps in a stompbox, we took painstaking mea-
sures to find a “real deal” Trainwreck Express to 
compare for sonic accuracy. Additionally, longtime 
Trainwreck owners were consulted for guidance, 
providing us with recordings and feedback on A/B 
comparisons between their Trainwreck amplifiers 
and our T Drive Prototype. 
00364315  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $199�99

Tone Secret OD
Guitar Effects Pedal
The Tone Secret recreates 
the sonic DNA of the most 
iconic users of the green 
overdrive pedal heard on 
countless studio record-

ings and live performances without the need for 
a cranked mid-scooped amplifier to run the pedal 
into. The TS only utilizes 50% of the gain found in 
a traditional green OD pedal; however, the added 
pre-overdrive and post overdrive controls allow 
you to tweak the OD characteristics to match 
any amplifier and simulate amp break-up with-
out dime-ing the “DRIVE” knob on your pedal. 
Additionally, we’ve added individual controls for 
treble and mid-range frequencies, along with our 
“GRIT” control to dial in the ratio of your amp’s 
natural break-up in tandem with the overdrive 
produced by the Tone Secret. 
00364313  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $219�99

Ultra-Phonix 
HRM
Ultra-Phonix HRM rec-
reates the much sought 
after Dumble™ HRM over-
drive tone that pushed the 

tweaked Overdrive Special Amplifier into stardom. 
Amongst the limited amount of ODS amplifiers 
produced by the legendary amp maker, a handful 
were armed with EL-34 power amp tubes rather 
than the 6L6 tubes found in most ODS amps. The 
“Master” control determines the total output of 
the pedal. The “Volume” control adjusts how hard 
the pedal’s preamp is working, giving you more 
control over the amount of gain coming from the 
preamp. Turn up the “Accent” control to increase 
presence and slowly introduce more saturation 
into your signal. 
00364310  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $199�99

Ultra Phonix 
Overdrive
The Ultraphonix Overdrive 
is designed to re-create the 
overdrive produced by a 
Dumble™ Overdrive Special 

amplifier. Four Overdrive Specials were used in the 
voicing and calibration of the Ultraphonix, each 
amp ranging in origin from the years 1970-1990. 
Being modeled after four different generations, 
the Ultraphonix accurately captures the character 
of the legendary Dumble amplifier, regardless of 
the minute and more apparent differences in the 
amp from year to year. The Ultraphonix is more 
than able to provide the D*style overdrive in front 
of any clean amp platform. 
00364309  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $199�99

Battery Power Supply
9VDC Isolated Battery Outputs
00364316  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $99�99

guitar effects pedals
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piano / keyboardpiano / keyboard

Benjamin Adams
DK6200
Beginnger 
Portable 
Keyboard
E x p e r i m e n t 
with over 120 
high qual-

ity sounds and 100 backing tracks spanning all 
genres on the great feeling keys. The DK6200 even 
has a built in learn mode to walk you through the 
basics of notes, chords and more. With built-in 
speakers, an exceptionally lightweight design and 
optional battery powered operation, you will never 
have to put it down. With a custom sound engine, 
the DK6200 contains high quality samples of var-
ious types of pianos from the traditional acoustic 
concert grand to electronic and pipe organs. But 
Benjamin Adams doesn’t stop there, because you 
can also set up the keys to play other instruments 
– including various types of drums and string 
instruments like electric guitar and string ensem-
bles with violins. To get you ready for your first 
band, the keyboard has over 128 diverse rhythm 
styles you can play with to start getting used to 
timing so you can accompany other instruments.
00366316  �������������������� MSRP $119�99 • MAP $99�99

DK7000
Portable Keyboard Package
The perfect solution for the aspiring piano stu-
dent, the Benjamin Adams DK7000 is packed with 
diverse and dynamic sounds, offers tutorials for 
learning to play full songs, and includes essential 
accessories so you can start playing as soon as 
you open the box.
The DK7000 61-key portable keyboard includes a 
wealth of sounds for expressing your creativity. 
Test your instrument identification skills by exper-
imenting with over 300 selectable presets ranging 
from spacey synthesizers to lush string ensem-
bles. A nice grand piano tone is also available if 
you’re looking to hear something more traditional.
00366317  ������������������ MSRP $199�99 • MAP $169�99

Gator Frameworks
Standard 
Black  
Keyboard 
Bench
Model GFW-KEY-
BNCH-1

Features include:
•  Deluxe wrapped, thick-padded seat  

cushion
• Heavy-duty steel construction
• Adjustable height
• Rubberized leveling feet

03726082������������������������� MSRP $99�99 • MAP $59�99

Traditional 
Wooden  
Piano Bench 
in Black
Model GFW-KEY-
BENCH-WDBK

Features include:
•  Soft, upholstered vinyl cushion with  

1�5 inch/38 mm padding for maximum 
comfort

•  Great for long performances, rehearsals & 
recording sessions

•  Sturdy wood construction with max weight 
capacity of 350 lbs�/159 kg�

• Compact design with non-slip feet
• Use on flat surface only
• Minimal assembly required

03726088  �������������������� MSRP $127�99 • MAP $79�99

“X”-Style Keyboard Stands
Features include:

• Numerous levels of adjustability
• Rubberized leveling foot
• Heavy duty steel construction with easy 

adjustability
• Locks in closed position to easily carry

Standard “X”-Style 
Keyboard Stand
Model GFW-KEY-1000X
03726083  ���������������� MSRP $79�99 

MAP $49�99

Deluxe “X”-Style 
Keyboard Stand
Model GFW-KEY-2000X
03726084 ����������� MSRP $99�99 

MAP $59�99

Deluxe 2-Tier “X”-
Style Keyboard Stand
Model GFW-KEY-5100X
03726085 ��������������� MSRP $194�99  

MAP $119�99

ukulele
Gator Frameworks
Wall Mount Ukulele/Mandolin Hangers

Hanger with Black 
Mounting Plate
Model GFW-UKE-HNGR-
BLK
03726170  ������������MSRP $23�99  

MAP $14�99

Hanger with Cherry 
Mounting Plate
Model GFW-UKE-HN-
GRCHR
03726171  ��������    MSRP $23�99  

MAP $14�99

Hanger with Mahogany 
Mounting Plate
Model GFW-UKE-HN-
GRMHG
03726172  ������������MSRP $23�99 

MAP $14�99

Hanger with Maple 
Mounting Plate
Model GFW-UKE-HN-
GRMPL
03726173  ������������MSRP $23�99 

MAP $14�99
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CARLSBRO / KAT PERCUSSION
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drums/percussion

Carlsbro

Rock50 Junior Electronic 
Drum Kit
The Carlsbro Rock50 3-piece electronic drum kit 
is suitable for ages 5 years and upwards. Features 
one snare pad, one tom pad, one cymbal pad and 
one bass pedal. The simplified Rock50 is perfect 
for junior drummers and beginners, with its small 
footprint, easy-to-assemble frame and Carlsbro 
rock orange module design. The Rock50 drum 
kit is supplied as a package which includes a pair 
of drumsticks, a junior drum throne and a set of 
headphones, so you have everything you need 
in one box.
The Rock50 Module includes 108 different drum-
sounds, 10 preset drum kits and 2 user-defined 
drum kits allowing you to explore and create your 
own personalized sound. The Module also fea-
tures 10 demo songs, a record and playback 
function, an aux-in socket so you can play along 
to your favorite songs, stereo headphone output 
and a mono line output to connect to an external 
amplifier.
00365205 3-Piece Kit with Sound Module �������������������  

MSRP $200�99 • MAP $149�99
00365206  3-Piece Kit, Sound Module &  

Headphones �� MSRP $244�99 • MAP $179�99

Okto A
8-Pad 2-Pedal Percussion Pad Set with 
Sound Module
00365207  ������������������ MSRP $344�99 • MAP $249�99

KAT Percussion
KT-100
5-Piece Electronic Drum Set (No Throne)
Continuing the revamp of its legacy electronic drum line, KAT 
Percussion has introduced its entry level model, the KT-100. 
While sporting a highly competitive price, it doesn’t sacrifice 
on the features just to make the price tag friendly. In particular, 
it comes with a kick tower and a rack, while being portable yet 
adjustable, that stands up with the best of them.
The KT-100 comes standard with one two-zone snare and three 
single-zone toms that featue high quality pads, and support 
fundamental acoustic playing technique with a perfect response.
The snare’s 8” surface is big enough that it won’t make you feel 

like you’re playing on a cocktail kit. The cymbals include a hi-hat, a crash and ride, all of which are single 
zone and come standard with choke.
00362409  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $329�99

KT-300
Electronic Drum Set with Remo Mesh Heads, Kick 
Pedal & Tennis Beater
KAT Percussion has introduced a much-anticipated follow up 
to its KT-200 electronic drum kit. The KT-300 continues with 
the exciting look but adds a significant amount of new features 
and REMO® mesh heads.
KAT Percussion has collaborated with REMO, the world-re-
nowned drumhead brand, to equip the KT-300 with REMO 
mesh heads. The sensitivity of the pads combined with the 
REMO mesh heads create a very large velocity curve for the 

hardest player or the softest touch. Tested to over 1 million strokes, these heads are about as durable as 
they come, and will last an extremely long time.
Enhanced by the latest Dual-Triggering technology, with zones at the head and at the rim, the KT-300’s 
10” KT-30010S snare and the 8” KT-3008T toms provide accurate triggering and a large strike area. The 
tone changes depending on where and how hard you strike, ensuring the most realistic playing feel. This 
technology combines with the mesh heads to give the player an authentic acoustic feel.
The hi-hat and two crash cymbals are 12” and are two-zone with choke. The ride is 14” and is a three-zone 
cymbal with choke. All cymbals that come with the KT-300 are full surface e-cymbals – meaning they are 
a full rubber build, not a rubber and plastic combo. With the advanced velocity-sensitive cymbals, you 
can set parameters for your triggers to ensure the most accurate and natural response.
The KT-300 ships with 30 sets of preset kits, as well as 18 sets of user kits that you can truly get creative 
with. Just turn the INSTRUMENT knob and hit the pad to call up the sound assigned to it, use the UP and 
DOWN button to select the instrument, and edit it the way you want. Meanwhile, you can add effects on 
the kit with ONE KNOB function: Overdrive, Compressor, Reverb and Tune, and these too are all editable.
In addition to the presets and sounds, the KT-300 allows for playing along with tracks and recording. It 
comes standard with 20 demo song selections that you can play along with. You can also create your own 
tracks by connecting your audio devices via AUX IN. You can also evaluate your drumming performances, 
just simply click the “Record” button before you start playing.
And it’s not just the drums, cymbals and features that make this kit what it is, the rack ties it all together 
with and elegant curve design that is simple to install and adjust, and utilizes our quick lock cymbal arm 
adjustment, so your set up is perfect.
00361801  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $999�99

Back in stock!
KT-200t
5-Piece Electronic Drum Set
00328428  ����������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $649�99
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CANOPUS
drums/percussion

SNARE WIRES

Back Beat Snare Wire
20-Strand Wire for 14” Snare Drum
These wires are designed to have every single 
nuance heard even in the loudest playing situation 
by adopting spiral wires with several coils coupled 
with an end-plate of 1mm thickness. The Back 
Beat wires are able to bring up the volume while 
keeping a crisp response. The sound is aggres-
sive, loud, and cutting.
03725036 Chrome Plating �������������������������������������������
03725035 No Plating ���������������������������������������������������

Back Beat  
30 Snare Wire
30-Strand Wire for  
14” Snare Drum
Canopus initially developed 
the Back Beat snare series 

to effortlessly provide a more pronounced back 
beat. We have now adopted it to a wider 30-strand 
snare wire – it responds to every stroke giving a 
full, pleasant snare sound. The BB30 snare wire 
provides the perfect solution for those drummers 
who are not completely satisfied with the com-
monly used 20 strand snare wire, but who find 
that the typical 42 strand snare wire is too large.
03725038 Chrome Plating �������������������������������������������

Back 
Beat  
42 Snare 
Wire

42-Strand Wire for 14” Snare Drum
Back Beat snare wires have been developed to 
emphasize the back-beat – especially in high 
volume situations where the snare sound may 
feel like it is being buried by other instruments. 
Maintaining these qualities of the standard 
Canopus Back Beat wires, we have developed the 
extra wide 42 strand snare wire – which allows the 
drummer to play comfortably, without straining, 
while delivering a full, pleasing snare back-beat at 
all volume levels. We have eliminated 2 common 
problems of other wide snares: 1) Canopus 42 
strand snare wires do not mute the resonance 
and response of the drum. 2) We have controlled 
the indistinct sound created by excess snare buzz. 
03725037 Chrome Plating �������������������������������������������

Vintage 
Snare Wire 
16
16-Strand Wire  
Without Plating
Natural shell sound 
and full tone. Using 16 

strands gives less overall sound of the snare wires 
themselves - giving the actual shell sound more 
presence. When the sound characteristics of the 
shell are more defined, the overall drum sound 
feels thicker and more full.
03725032  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Vintage 
Snare 
Wire 20
20-Strand 
Wires for 
Snare Drum

From a warm whisper to a deep roar. Elevate your 
snare drum to its full potential. We have dedicated 
ourselves to reproduce the original specifications 
of snare wire material of vintage snare wires of the 
1960’s. We chose to use a thin end plate (0.5mm), 
which provided a brisk and deep sound, suitable 
for delicate performance in acoustic ensemble 
settings. 

Vintage Snare Wire 20  
with Chrome Plating
Chrome plating gives reduced unwanted high 
pitch overton, yet rich and mild sound.
03725024 10-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725026 12-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725028 13-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725034 14-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725022 14-Inch (Zelkova) ����������������������������������������

Vintage Snare Wire 20  
Without Plating
Without plating gives dry and crisp sound.
03725023 10-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725025 12-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725027 13-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725029 14-Inch�������������������������������������������������������
03725021 14-Inch (Zelkova) ����������������������������������������

 
Vintage Snare Wire 20  
for Ludwig
20-Strand Wire for Ludwig  
Super Sensitive Drums
The dry, warm tone of these wires brings out the 
original soothing and pleasant sound of these 
vintage drums. These wires not only give a deep, 
unified sound, they also provide remarkable sen-
sitivity making them a must have item for lovers 
of vintage snare drums. (These can also be used 
for YAMAHA 70’s parallel action drums SD-055M 
and 065M)
03725030  ������������������������������������������������������������������

 
Vintage Snare Wire 20  
for Radio King
20-Strand Wire for Slingerland Radio 
King Drums
Snare wires for exclusive use on Radio King 14" 
snare drums with “clamshell” strainer are now 
available from Canopus. The sound of these wires 
blend beautifully with the sound of 1-ply maple 
and faithfully reproduces the classic “fat” and 
“dry” sound. 
03725031  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Vintage Snare 
Wire 42
42-Strand Wire for 
Snare Drum
Canopus 42 strand snare 
wires give a unique rich 
and full sound, and provide 

great impact. The VSW-42 wires feature ultra thin 
end plates – allowing players to enjoy maximum 
tone and response at all volume levels, whilst 
also providing great sensitivity and control over 
the sound. 
03725033 No Plating ���������������������������������������������������
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CANOPUS
piano / keyboard

DRUM/ 
PERCUSSION STANDS

Flat Base  
Cymbal Stand
Our original cymbal stand has a 
simple design with vintage taste. 
Specially designed leg structure 
allows for effective cymbal set-
ting and stable fixture, unlike 
other stands in this category. 
Joints are covered with nylon 
bushes for extra strength and 
protection for all locking parts. 
This stand is very light weight 
and compact when folded up.
03725009  ��������������������������������������

Jeff Hamilton  
Model – Flat Base 
Cymbal Stand
The artist’s ideal perfected.The 
ultimate in versatility.This cymbal 
stand has been developed based 
on Jeff Hamilton’s requests for a 
stand to suit all his practical require-
ments.It can be folded to a very 
small size, features a gearless tilter, 
plastic tilter sleeve, and pipe caps 
which eliminate metal-against-metal 
noise.Furthermore, it features a 

thinner 6mm tilter shaft allowing it to accomodate 
vintage cymbals.
03725008  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Hybrid Cymbal 
Boom Stand
In a well-balanced stand, 
the weight of the stand 
increases toward the bottom. 
However, we faced a contra-
diction when trying to use 
steel material, which trans-
fers vibration better than 
aluminium, near the actual 
cymbal itself. Our unconven-
tional stand utilizes a lower 
center of gravity – hence the 
bottom of the center pipe of 

the stand gets very close to the floor to provide 
better balance to the stand. With minor changes 
in 2017, we changed the joint part from zinc die 
cast to aluminum and also from aluminum pipe 
to steel pipe. Thus we managed to maintain the 
light weight, but greatly improved the sound and 
balance of the stand.
03725006  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Hybrid Hi-Hat Stand
Innovative new leverage system 
provides more accurate motion 
and response. To provide smooth 
footwork, the drive mechanisms 
on hight-end models usually have 
a cam system or leverage system. 
However, with these regular sys-
tems players tend to notice a 
small discrepancy in depression 
depth in terms of how the actual 
pedal and the shaft rod react. We 
managed to solve the problem by 
adopting higher interlocking rate 

in our levering system. It allows players to have 
a much lighter and smoother and to feel subtle 
differences in footwork.Also, by adopting a jointed 
under plate, we have maintained stability whilst 
making it foldable. To provide smooth footwork, 
the drive mechanisms on high-end models usually 
have a cam system or leverage system.
03725014  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Lightweight  
Hi-Hat Stand
Light weight hardware often gives 
the impression that it is cheap, 
not functional or durable enough. 
The Canopus lightweight hard-
ware was engineered to provide 
effective function and durability 
for professional use, utilizing 
space age concepts that enhance 
performance.
03725013  ��������������������������������������

Hybrid  
Snare Stand
Gearless tilter system for total 
adjustability. We have adopted 
a gearless tilter system to 
accommodate any angle that 
players would like use. The 
newly designed wing nut is 

very easy to adjust. When adjusting the height 
of the joint part on the legs, the same durability 
is maintained, but it allows players to set the 
stand as low as 440mm from the ground. (when 
memory lock is not installed)
03725039  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Tom Stands
These stands include a clamp and accept 1/2” 
through 1” diameter tubes.

Single Tom Stand
500mm ~ 870mm
03725042  ����������������������������������

Double Tom Stand
500mm ~ 800mm
03725045  ���������������������������������

Yaiba Series 
Double Tom Stand
L-Rod diameter is 10.5mm. 
Pie diameter is 25.4mm
03725047  ����������������������������������

DRUM THRONE

Hybrid Drum 
Throne II
The main concept of the 
Hybrid Throne 2 is com-
bining sturdiness and 
comfort. The seat top is a 
hybrid of great breathabil-
ity of Sisal Hemp and a 
pleasant feel of rayon 
materials. It is very com-
fortable with a little bit 

hard urethane. The joint part is an iron plate that 
has high durability and strength. For the leg part, 
by adopting aluminum long leg and steel rod, we 
managed to maintain durability and strength with 
lighter weight.
03725010  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Hybrid Drum 
Throne II Seat Top
Hybrid of great breathability of 
Sisal Hemp and a pleasant feel 
of rayon materials. Very com- 

fortable with a little bit hard urethane.
03725012  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Hybrid Drum 
Throne II Tripod 
Base
By adopting aluminum long 
leg and steel rod, we man-
aged to maintain durability and 
strength with lighter weight.

03725011  ������������������������������������������������������������������
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SPEED MASTER BEARING

Speed Master Bearings
Speed Master Bearing  
for Camco
For HP35B, Reproduction in 2011

03725052  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for DW Since 2000
For DW3000, DW5000, DW6000 
& DW8000 with Common Hubs

03725053  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing for 
DW5000 Before 2000
03725050  ����������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for DW9000
03725056  ��������������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for Gibraltar 9611 & 6611
03725048 ����������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for Pearl
For Pearl P-2000 & P-3000 Series
03725051 ����������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for Sonor Perfect Balance
03725049  �����������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for TAMA Iron Cobra
03725055  ����������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for Yamaha FP720, FP710 
& FP701
 Also for Camco, Pearl P-880, 
P-850

03725054  ������������������������������������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing  
for Yamaha FP9310 
(Flying Dragon)
03725057  �����������������������������������������

Speed Master Bearing for 
Yamaha FP9500 & FP8500
03725058  ����������������������������������������

BOLT TIGHT

Bolt Tight

BT-20
20 pieces in a pack
03725000  ������������������������������������������������������������������

BT-40
40 pieces in a pack
03725001  ������������������������������������������������������������������

BTB
Tuning Bolts with 
Pre-Mounted Bolt Tight

BTB-35
35mm screws with Bolt Tight
03725002  ������������������������������������������������������������������

BTB-42
42mm screws with Bolt Tight
03725003  ������������������������������������������������������������������

BTB-52
52mm screws with Bolt Tight
03725004  ������������������������������������������������������������������

BTB-65
65mm screws with Bolt Tight
03725005  ������������������������������������������������������������������

HOLDERS & CLAMPS

Double Tom Clamp 
For Yaiba Series
L-Rod diameter is 10.5mm.
03725046  ������������������������������������

Double Tom Holder
L-Rod diameter is 13mm. Post 
diameter is 25.4mm x 360mm
03725044  ��������������������������������������

Single Tom Clamp
L-Rod diameter is 13mm.
03725041 �����������������������������������

Single Tom Holder
L-Rod diameter is 13mm. Post 
diameter is 25.4mm x 430mm
03725040  ������������������������������������������

Tuning Key Holder
03725059  ���������������������������������

OTHER ACCESSORIES

CBW-20C
Chrome Over Brass Washer 
Pack
03725007 20-Pack ���������������������  

CHSP-BC10
Hi-Hat Bottom Cup for CHS-1
03725015  ����������������������������������������

CHSP-TS
Toe Stopper for CHS-3HY
03725016  ��������������������������

CIM-20
Baseball Bat-Type Inner Muffler
03725018  ����������������������������������������

CTL-4 Red Lock
Four 4-Packs of Tuning Locks
03725043  �������������������������������������������

Snare  
Wire Belt

03725019 2 Pieces/Pack ���������������������������������������������

Snare 
Wire 
Cord

03725020 4 Pieces/Pack ���������������������������������������������

drums/percussion
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DRUM STICKS
INNOVATION SERIES
The Innovation Series models are 
constructed with white hickory and 
are individually designed to serve a 
musical style specified by each mod-
el’s nickname.

Drumset Model  
“Smooth Ride” (IP-SR)
03707266  ����������������������������������$17�50

LA Session (LAX-1)
03707400 Hickory �����������������������$17�50

LEGACY SERIES
The Legacy Series features a tradi-
tional teardrop bead on several of 
Innovative Percussion’s existing 
drumset models. The L7A, L5A, 
L5AL, L5B, L5BL, and L1A are all 
constructed with the bead that drum-
mers have used for over a century, 
creating countless hits and legendary 
live performances that help make up 
the history – and and the “legacy” – 
of drumming. Also within the series 
are the L3A and L8A, which are built 
with a barrel tip. 

03707250  Legacy Drumset 5A  
(IP-L5A) ����������������������$17�50

03707260  Legacy Drumset 7A  
(IP-L7A) ����������������������$17�50

SIGNATURE SERIES
We work with some of today’s top 
drummers, and we have been for-
tunate to have their unique design 
ideas come to life with our Signature 
Series. Each model is designed to 
the exact specifications of the Artist 
whose name they bear.

Matt Billingslea (MATT-1)
03707409 Hickory �����������������������$19�25

Sheila E. Model (SE-1)
03707462 Hickory �����������������������$19�25

Shannon Forrest (SF-1)
03707463 Hickory �����������������������$19�25

VINTAGE SERIES
The Vintage Series is the corner-
stone of our drumset model selec-
tion. These models are constructed 
of white hickory and share the same 
profile which includes a medium 
taper and traditional style acorn bead.

03707270  Vintage Drumset 5A  
(IP-5A) ������������������������$17�50

03707276  Vintage Drumset 7A  
(IP-7A) ������������������������$17�50

KICK DRUM  
BEATER

Brooks Wackerman 
Model Kick Drum 
Beater (KDB-3)
00365767 Wooden Ball ����������������$39�00

CONCERT  
SNARE DRUM
Concert snare drum sticks are specif-
ically designed for snare drum play-
ing in solo, concert, or orchestral 
performances.

Christopher Lamb (CL-1)
03707129 Maple �������������������������$20�50

General/Hickory Sticks 
(IP-1)
03707267 Hickory �����������������������$18�50

Kennan Wylie Model  
(IP-KW)
03707241 Maple �������������������������$20�50

Lalo Davila Drum Sticks 
(IP-LD)
03707242 Hickory �����������������������$20�50

MARCHING  
TENORS  
DRUMSTICKS

HICKORY SHAFT SERIES
The Hickory Shaft multi-tom mallets 
feature lots of unique designs with 
unsurpassed balance, making them 
an essential tool for today’s marching 
percussionist. They are available with 
heads of either hard synthetic, hard 
felt, or soft fleece covered felt.

  
Multi-Tom with Nylon Tip 
(TS-3)
03707480 Hickory �����������������������$34�00

Paul Rennick Wood Tip 
Multi-Stick (TS-PR)
03707476 Hickory �����������������������$34�00

MARCHING BASS 
DRUMSTICKS
Innovative Percussion is pleased 
to offer our FBX and FBX-S Series 
Marching Bass Drum Mallets. The 
tapered handle is designed with a 
flared taper at both ends of the mal-
lets, creating an excellent balance 
and durability. Graduated in length, 
these models allow players on any 
size drum to easily achieve correct 
beater placement and supreme sound 
quality, while giving a feel that may be 
more familiar to many players. These 
mallets are constructed out of white 
hickory for increased durability and 
extra hard felt heads with no flat spot 
for strong articulation and durability. 
Features include: white hickory shafts 
• hard felt heads • tapered handle • 
graduated length.

Marching Bass  
Mallets (FBX Series)
03707165 Extra-Small (FBX-1) ����$62�25
03707167 Small (FBX-2) �������������$64�50
03707169 Medium (FBX-3) ���������$70�00
03707171 Large (FBX-4) �������������$83�25

MARCHING  
SNARE STICKS

FIELD SERIES

Marching Model Drum 
Sticks (FS-5)
03707191 Hickory �����������������������$19�00

Jim Casella Drum Stick 
(FS-JC)
03707181 Hickory �����������������������$20�50

Paul Rennick Drum Sticks
03707182 Hickory (FS-PR) ����������$20�50
03707183 Hickory (FS-PR2) ��������$20�50

TIMBALE STICKS

Jesus Diaz Timbale 
Sticks (LS-JD)
1 Pair of Drumsticks with Dipped 
Rubber Grip
03707401 Hickory �����������������������$19�25

MULTI- 
PERCUSSION 
STICKS

 
 

03707268  Multi-Percussion Stick 
(IP-1M) �����������������������$41�25

03707272 Multi-Stick (IP-5AM) ���$40�25

BRUSHES &  
ALTERNATIVE 
STICKS

Synthetic Bundle 
Rods (BR-5W)
03707023 Light/Wood Handle �����$33�50

 
Bundlz
03707033 Bundlz Lite (BZB-1) �����$39�50
03707034  Bundlz Bamboo  

(BZB-2) �����������������������$42�50

 

Slim Broomz (BMZ-1)
03707012 Synthetic Bundle Rods $37�00

Retractable Wire 
Brush (WBR-1)
03707483  Medium Brush  

with Pull Rod ��������������$42�00

STEEL DRUM  
MALLETS

Lead/General Steel 
Drum Mallets (SA-1)
03707453 Aluminum Handles ������$34�50

drums/percussion
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KEYBOARD  
MALLETS

SOLOIST SERIES  
CONCERT MALLETS
Designed with the marimba virtuoso in mind, 
these mallets are wrapped with 100% wool around 
a hard rubber core which delivers a brilliant, rich 
tone with the warmest fundamental possible in 
all registers of the marimba. Available with either 
polished birch handles for a smooth finish, or 
natural birch handles for a more slip-resistant 
grip. Each step of production insures a mallet 
designed to meet the highest standards of today’s 
most demanding marimbist.

 
Marimba Mallets  
with Teal Yarn
Soft Marimba Mallets (IP100N)
03707278 Natural Handle ��������������������������������� $56�00

Medium Soft Marimba Mallets 
(IP1001)
03707289 Birch Handle ������������������������������������ $56�00

Medium Marimba Mallets (IP240)
03707298 Birch Handle ������������������������������������ $56�00

Medium Marimba Mallets (IP240N)
03707299 Natural Handle ��������������������������������� $56�00

Medium Hard Marimba Mallets 
(IP300)
03707302 Birch Handle ������������������������������������ $56�00

Medium Hard Marimba Mallets 
(IP300N)
03707303 Natural Handle ��������������������������������� $56�00

CHRISTOPHER LAMB  
ORCHESTRAL SERIES  
CONCERT KEYBOARD  
MALLETS
The Christopher Lamb Orchestral Series xylo-
phone mallets are constructed with individually 
engineered custom-molded cores with varying 
weights specific to each model, strategically 
placed in either the top or center of the mallet head 
to create optimum feel, balance, and sound. This 
series allows the player to experience the colorful, 
comically clever side of the xylophone’s character, 
as well as its cutting edge, powerhouse presence 
required in a concert hall. Take time to examine the 
“wood on wood” collection (made with wooden 
cores) for an ever-expanding point of view. 

 

Hard Dark Xylophone Mallet with 
Graphite Head (CL-X6)
03707125 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $62�00

ORCHESTRAL SERIES
This series of 9 orchestral xylophone and glock-
enspiel mallets has been designed in conjunction 
with Chris Deviney of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
with the orchestral player in mind.A colored piece 
of tape is also added to the shaft to distinguish 
each particular model.

Full Glockenspiel Mallets with Clear 
Head & Light Blue Tape (OS5)
03707419 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $50�00

FUNDAMENTAL SERIES  
CONCERT KEYBOARD  
MALLETS
Manufactured by the leader in high quality key-
board mallets, the Fundamental Series was spe-
cifically designed with the beginning percussionist 
and budget conscious band director in mind.This 
economical series offers the beginning percus-
sionist and band director a quality product at an 
affordable price.The Fundamental Series is avail-
able in 17 different models, including a concert 
bass drum model.All models feature black birch 
dowels, and the 3 vibraphone models are also 
available with high quality rattan handles.

Marimba Mallets
 

 
Soft Mallet with Black Yarn (F1)
03707204 Birch������������������������������������������������ $34�00

 
Medium Mallet with Blue Yarn (F1.5)
03707205 Birch������������������������������������������������ $34�00

 
Hard Mallet with Purple Yarn (F2)
03707210 Birch������������������������������������������������ $34�00

Xylophone Mallets

 
Medium Mallet with Green Head (F9)
03707220 Birch������������������������������������������������ $25�50

 
 
Hard Mallet with White Bell Head 
(F10)
03707206 Birch������������������������������������������������ $25�50

Medium Hard Mallet  
with White Bell Head (F12)
03707208 Birch������������������������������������������������ $25�50

JERRY TACHOIR  
CONCERT MODEL

 
 
Medium Vibraphone Mallet  
with Maroon Cord (JT23)
Designed to the specifications of Jerry Tachoir, 
professional freelance vibraphonist, the JT23 
mallet is designed with the combo vibraphon-
ist in mind. The JT23 is built using high quality 
rattan shafts, hard rubber mushroom shaped 
cores wrapped in a gorgeous Merlot multi-ply 
cord. All these elements come together to help 
create Jerry’s  signature sound, providing a full 
tone and projection pleasing to even the most 
selective players. 
03707395 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $72�00

RATTAN SERIES CONCERT 
KEYBOARD MALLETS
This line of mallets has been designed for the 
contemporary mallet player. The RS201, RS251, 
and RS301 feature mushroom shaped cores and 
are wrapped tightly with cord to achieve a rich and 
fundamentally warm tone. The RS20(C), RS30(C), 
and RS40(C), RS50(C) are made with large oval 
cores and are wrapped with synthetic yarn. The 
AA15, AA20 ,AA25, AA25B, AA25H, AA30, and 
AA35 are built with hard rubber mushroom shaped 
cores and are wrapped in a multi-ply orange cord. 
All models are built on durable Rattan handles and 
are hand matched for weight, size, and sound.

 
 
Vibraphone/Marimba Mallets  
with Orange Cord
03707000 Soft Mallets (AA15) �������������������������� $72�00
03707001 Medium Soft Mallets (AA20) ������������� $72�00
03707002 Medium Mallets (AA25) �������������������� $72�00

 
 
Medium Hard Marimba/Vibraphone 
Mallets with Purple Cord (RS30C)
03707447���������������������������������������������������������� $67�00

 
 
Hard Vibraphone/Marimba Mallets 
with Wine Cord (RS301)
03707448  ������������������������������������������������������� $67�00
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JAMES ROSS CONCERT  
KEYBOARD MALLETS  
WITH RATTAN HANDLES
This series has been designed for Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra percussionist James Ross. 
Nine different models are offered to meet the 
demands of today’s orchestral percussionist. 

Medium Soft Xylophone/Glockenspiel 
Mallet with Red Head (IP902)
03707375 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $50�00

 
 
Hard Xylophone/Glockenspiel  
Mallets with Green Head (IP904)
03707377 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $50�00

 
 
Bright Xylophone/Glockenspiel  
Mallets with Rust Head (IP905)
03707378 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $50�00

 
 
Brilliant Xylophone/Glockenspiel  
Mallets with Black Head (IP906)
03707379 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $50�00

JAMES ANCONA INDOOR/
OUTDOOR MARCHING  
KEYBOARD MALLETS
The James Ancona Series is designed specifically 
for use in both indoor and outdoor marching 
ensembles. Jim’s mallets introduce a new dowel, 
sealed with a unique finish for improved grip 
during playing.Designed to complement our other 
keyboard mallets used in the marching idiom, the 
James Ancona Series offer darker, warmer sound 
choices and a different feel for the marching key-
board percussionist.

 
 
Marimba Mallets with Black Yarn 
Heads and Birch Handles
03707292 Soft Mallet (IP2002) ������������������������� $57�00
03707293 Medium Mallet (IP2003) ������������������� $57�00
03707294 Hard Mallet (IP2004) ������������������������ $57�00

 
 
Vibraphone/Marimba Mallets with 
Red Cord and Rattan Handles
03707296 Medium Hard Mallet (IP2006) ���������� $66�00
03707297 Hard Mallet (IP2007) ������������������������ $66�00

JIM CASELLA SERIES  
INDOOR/OUTDOOR MARCHING 
KEYBOARD MALLETS
The Jim Casella Series keyboard mallets are 
designed to the specifications of leading march-
ing percussion specialist, Jim Casella. This series 
has been designed to meet the demands of both 
the indoor and outdoor marching percussion 
ensemble. 

 
 
Hard Vibraphone Mallets  
with Green Cord (IP1006)
03707285 Rattan ��������������������������������������������� $66�00

 
 

Indoor/outdoor Marimba Mallets  
with Off-White Yarn Heads and  
Birch Handles
03707280 Medium Mallet (IP1002) ������������������� $57�00
03707281 Hard Mallet (IP1003) ������������������������ $57�00

FIELD SERIES
This line of mallets is designed with durability, 
projection, and tone quality in mind. The win-
ning combination of hand crafted quality and field 
tested design has led this series to the forefront of 
today’s marching ensemble.

 
 
Marimba Mallets with  
Gray Yarn Heads and Birch Handles
03707193 Soft Mallet (FS150) �������������������������� $55�00
03707195 Hard Mallet (FS250) ������������������������� $55�00

Extremely Hard Xylophone  
Mallets with Black Ball Head  
and Birch Handle (FS550)
03707198  ������������������������������������������������������� $44�00

TOM RARICK SERIES  
MARCHING KEYBOARD  
MALLETS
While the contributions of the front ensemble con-
tinue to evolve within the marching idiom, so do 
the demands of the mallets that are used by their 
highly talented players. Tom Rarick, percussion 
arranger for the Bluecoats Drum & Bugle Corps, 
has assisted Innovative Percussion with the 
design of this unique series of keyboard mallets. 
The marimba mallets feature large round cores 
wrapped with a light grey synthetic wool-blend 
yarn and all models are built on slightly larger 
(11/32”) polished birch handles. The heavier cores 
increase projection and enhance the fundamental 
tone, while the larger handles help balance and 
control.

Soft Marimba Mallets  
with Pewter Yarn (IP3001)
03707304 Birch������������������������������������������������ $57�00

Medium Hard Marimba Mallets  
with Pewter Yarn (IP3003)
03707306 Birch������������������������������������������������ $57�00

SANDI RENNICK SERIES  
MALLETS
Sandi Rennick is currently the Front Ensemble 
Arranger for the 9-time DCI World Champion 
Santa Clara Vanguard. This series of mallets is 
constructed with smaller, uniquely weighted cores 
which produce a more focused sound and puts 
more weight in the player”s hands. This allows 
for the sound to speak very quickly and works 
very well with an amplified keyboard section. The 
Sandi Rennick Series models are constructed with 
a birch handle, a matte finish and are wrapped 
with a synthetic blend yarn durable enough to 
withstand the environmental conditions of the 
marching idiom.

 
 
Marimba Mallets with Cranberry Yarn 
Heads and Birch Handles
03707329 Soft Mallet (IP4001) ������������������������� $57�00
03707330 Medium Mallet (IP4002) ������������������� $57�00
03707331 Medium-Hard Mallet (IP4002�5) ������� $57�00
03707332 Hard Mallet (IP4003) ������������������������ $57�00

 
 
Vibraphone Mallets with Silver Cord 
and Rattan Handles
03707334 Soft Mallet (IP4005) ������������������������� $66�00
03707335 Medium Mallet (IP4006) ������������������� $66�00
03707336 Hard Mallet (IP4007) ������������������������ $66�00
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INNOVATIVE PERCUSSION
piano / keyboard

CONCERT BEATERS
Concert Series mallets are beautifully handcrafted 
and uniquely designed, making them essential imple-
ments for today’s most discriminating percussionist.

CONCERT SERIES BASS DRUM 
MALLETS

Bass Drum 
Beaters with  
Red Oak Handles

03707087 Extra-Large Beater (CB-1) ���������������� $68�00
03707088 Soft Beater (CB-2)���������������������������� $64�00
03707089 Medium Beater (CB-3) ��������������������� $62�00

CONCERT SERIES  
GONG MALLETS

Large Gong Mallet 
(CG-1)

03707095 Red Oak������������������������������������������� $78�00

Soft Concert Gong Bass Mallets  
with Red Oak Handles
03707096 Large Mallet (CG-1S) ����������������������� $82�00
03707098 Small Mallet (CG-2S) ����������������������� $69�00

CONCERT CHIME BEATERS
Large Chime  
Hammer (CC-1)
03707093 Red Oak ����� $54�00

CHRISTOPER LAMB  
ORCHESTRAL SERIES

Igor Bass 
Drum Beater 

with Maroon Head (CL-BD3)
03707111  ������������������������������������������������������� $71�00

TIMPANI MALLETS

JAUVON GILLIAM SERIES 
TIMPANI MALLETS
Innovative Percussion is extremely proud to 
introduce the new Jauvon Gilliam Series Timpani 
Mallets. The series features a totally new look 
on a classic implement. All models are con-
structed with a stained black bamboo shaft and 
are wrapped with a black German “Midnight” felt. 
The series is built to be agile like a European mallet 
but have the presence of an American mallet. Each 
stick has a clean attack to help produce a clear, 
immediate pitch and a warm tone allowing you to 
easily support an ensemble’s sound and blend.

 
The Sumo Soft (JMG-1)
03707388 Boft Bold/Smooth��������������������������� $130�00

CONCERT SERIES  
TIMPANI MALLETS
The Concert Series Timpani Mallets are con-
structed of 5/8” cherry handles which are hol-
lowed out at both ends to simulate the feel and 
balance of a bamboo handle. 

 
 

Timpani Mallets with Cherry Handles
03707136 Soft Legato Mallet (CT-1) ����������������� $69�00
03707138 Medium Mallet (CT-3) ���������������������� $69�00

GENERAL TIMPANI SERIES 
MALLETS
The General Timpani Series models feature 
tapered maple handles for ultimate balance and 
German felt parachute-style covered heads for 
professional grade sound quality.

 
 

Timpani Mallets with Maple Handles
03707225 Medium Mallet (GT-3) ���������������������� $56�50
03707226 Hard, Staccato Mallet (GT-4) ������������ $56�50

BAMBOO SERIES  
TIMPANI MALLETS
In keeping with the tradition of creating some of 
the highest quality products available, the Bamboo 
Series is offered as a high-end series of timpani 
mallets that are geared toward the professional 
timpanist. Each of the models, all of which are 
designed for a specific purpose in mind, is con-
structed of bamboo that is turned to a smooth 
finish and consistent diameter.

 
 

Medium Hard Timpani Mallet (BT-5)
03707029 Bamboo ������������������������������������������� $92�00

 
 

Timpani Mallet/Round Wooden Ball 
(BT-8)
03707032 No Cover������������������������������������������ $62�00

STICK & MALLET BAGS

Marching Stick Bag 
(SB-1)
03707459 Holds 1 Pair of Sticks/
Mallets ������������������������������������ $16�00

Marching Stick Bag  
(SB-2)
03707460 Holds 2 Pair of Sticks/
Mallets ������������������������������������ $22�00

Fundamental Series Stick 
Bag (SB-3)

03707461  ������������������������������������������������������� $26�00

Small Mallet Tour Bag (MB-1)
03707410 Cordura ������������������������������������������� $63�00

EDUCATIONAL KITS

FUNDAMENTAL SERIES  
EDUCATION DRUMSTICK & 
MALLET PACKAGES
The Fundamental Educational Packs are a set of 
different educational products designed with input 
from today’s leading percussion educators. Each 
package offers the necessary percussion tools 
for the beginner, intermediate, and college bound 
percussion student, all in one easy to purchase 
stick bag and at an economical package price. 

Elementary Pack (FP-1)
Includes: Medium Rubber Marimba 
Mallet (F8) • Hard Xylophone Mallet 
with Bell Head (F10) • Lalo Davila 
drumstick (IP-LD) • Fundamental 
series stick bag (SB-3).
03707175 Includes F8, F10, IP-LD & 
SB-3 ��������������������������������������� $102�00

Intermediate Pack 
(FP-2)
Includes: Hard Marimba 
Mallet (F2) • Xylophone 
Mallet (F9) • Medium 
Timpani Mallet (GT-3) 
• Lalo Davila drumstick 
(IP-LD) • Fundamental 
series stick bag (SB-3).

03707176  Includes F2, F9, GT-3, IP-LD  
& SB-3 ������������������������������������������ $165�00

College Primer Pack (FP-3)
Includes: 2 pair Medium Marimba Soloist mallets 
(IP240) • 2 pair Medium Vibraphone Rattan mal-
lets (RS251) • Medium Soft Xylophone James 
Ross mallets (IP902) • Brilliant Xylophone James 
Ross mallets (IP906) • Medium Timpani mallet 
(GT-3) • James Campbell drumstick (IP-JC) • 
Cordura mallet bag (MB-1).
03707177 Includes IP240, RS251, IP902, IP906, GT-3, 
IP-JC & MB-1 �������������������������������������������������� $380�00
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TYCOON / WALTONS IRISH MUSIC

Tycoon
Supremo Series Bongos
7” & 8-1/2” Bongo Sets

Features include:
• Ideal for the player looking for optimal 

features at an affordable price
• 7” & 8-1/2” shells constructed of 

hand-selected, aged Siam Oak Wood
• Black Classic Pro hoops and large 5/16” 

diameter tuning lugs
• Equipped with high quality water buffalo 

skin heads
• Tuning wrench included
• Available add-ons: Stands (seated or 

standing) and carrying bags (deluxe or 
professional)

Supremo 
Select Cyclone 
Series  
Bongos
With Black Steel 
Hardware

00363661  ������������������ MSRP $199�99 • MAP $119�99

Supremo 
Sunburst 
Series 
Bongos
 With Black 
Powder-Coated 
Hardware

00363660  ������������������ MSRP $199�99 • MAP $119�99

Agile Conga
Conga with  
Master Series  
Handcrafted 
Finish

Tycoon’s Agile Congas are designed to introduce 
an entirely new dimension of portability never 
before found in our conga lineup. Utilizing the 
same staved Siam Oak shell construction as our 
Master Series congas, the Agile Congas measure 
in at only 4-3/4” tall and are fitted with Remo 
M7 Tucked Fiberskyn heads for maximum dura-
bility and tuning retention. These drums feature 
Tycoon’s Classic Pro hoops in a classic brushed 
chrome polish with top-tuning system via an Allen 
Key, which is included with each drum. Additional 
accessories for the Agile Congas include brushed 
chrome stand mounts individualized for each size, 
and a heavy-duty fully height-adjustable tripod 
stand that accepts all three Agile Conga sizes.
00363654 11” ������������� MSRP $509�99 • MAP $299�00
00363655 11-3/4” ������ MSRP $559�99 • MAP $329�99
00363656 12-1/2” ������ MSRP $599�99 • MAP $349�99

Agile Conga Stand
Height-Adjustable Tripod 
Chrome Stand
00364146  ���������� MSRP $220�98  

MAP $129�99

Mounting Bracket 
for Agile Conga 
Stand

Brushed Chrome Brackets
00363657 11” ��������MSRP $134�99 • MAP $79�99
00363658 11-3/4”���MSRP $134�99 • MAP $79�99
00363659 12-1/2”���MSRP $134�99 • MAP $79�99

Supremo Series Congas
Congas with Double Stand

Features include:
• Ideal for the player looking for optimal 

features at an affordable price
• Exceptional value for a well-built, great 

sounding set of full-sized congas
• 28” tall, constructed of hand-selected, 

aged Siam Oak Wood, providing excep-
tional durability and unmatched sound

• Black hoops, reinforced side plates with 
5/16” diameter tuning lugs

• Equipped with high quality water buffalo 
skin heads

• Ships with heavy-duty conga stand  
included

• Tuning wrench included
• Available add-ons: Wooden sound plate, 

carrying bags (deluxe or professional), and 
hardware protectors

Supremo Select  
Cyclone Series Congas
With Black Steel Deluxe Hoops
00363653 10” & 11” Set ���������������������� MSRP $849�99  

MAP $549�99

Supremo  
Sunburst 
Series Congas
With Black 
Powder-Coated 
Deluxe Hoops

00364144 10” & 11” Set ���������������������� MSRP $799�99  
MAP $499�99

00364145 11” & 12” Set ���������������������� MSRP $849�99  
MAP $549�99

Supremo  
Series  
Timbales
13” & 14”  
Timbales with 
Black Powder 
Coated Hardware
Includes cowbell, 
stand and sticks.

00329140  ������������������ MSRP $379�99 • MAP $249�99

Tilting Cajon 
Stand
00363699  ����������� $59�99

Waltons Irish Music
Tunable Dark 
Brown  
16" Bodhrán
Drawing on many years 
experience designing and 

manufacturing bodhráns, these instruments are 
the last word in tone, build and versatility. They 
offer superb quality with heavy duty laminated 
shells, delivering unrivalled stability and durabil-
ity. Handpicked, premium quality goatskin heads 
and the Waltons ultra-reliable tuning mechanism, 
these tuneable bodhráns provide the perfect com-
bination of controllable volume, tonal flexibility 
and dynamic response to bring your playing to 
new musical heights. Complete with allen key 
and beater.
00368279  ����������������������������������������������������� $270�00
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Auto-Tune® Hybrid
For Avid DSP Systems
Auto-Tune Hybrid is the ultimate real-time tuning solution for Pro Tools and 
Avid DSP hardware, including Carbon interfaces, HDX systems, and VENUE 
| S6L live sound systems. It delivers the professional quality of Auto-Tune 
pitch correction and vocal effects, optimized for lightning fast, DSP powered 
performance, and also works on native Pro Tools systems.
Auto-Tune Hybrid is specially designed for Avid’s Hybrid Engine technology, 
so you can move seamlessly between DSP and native processing in Pro 
Tools when recording, editing, and mixing. Record with DSP power for near 
zero latency monitoring, then switch over to native processing and take your 
sessions on the road.
Auto-Tune Hybrid also includes Classic Mode, delivering the iconic “Auto-Tune 
5 sound” that’s essential for modern hip hop production, plus real-time MIDI 
Control, and advanced Vibrato Controls. Flex-Tune offers more transparent 
and natural-sounding tuning, and Humanize preserves subtle pitch variations 
on sustained notes.
00368464 Download Code �����������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $399�00

ALAN PARSONS
Alan Parsons’ Art & Science  
of Sound Recording –  
Music Production Curriculum
Minimum 15 Seats
The award-winning Alan Parsons’ Art & Science 
of Sound Recording video series lies at the heart 
of a brand new Music Production Curriculum 
specially created for High School through College 
recording arts, music production and audio engi-
neering programs. More than ten hours of high 

quality video installs on either school or student computers. Streaming access 
is also available. Supporting the videos are ten raw multitracks from Alan 
Parsons-produced recording sessions, many of them featuring world-class 
session players. Students are directed to access, listen to, edit and finally mix 
or remix from this material as the course progresses. Twenty-four graded 
Lesson Plans (from basic to advanced) provide you and your students with 
a wide variety of projects and tasks, hooks, new information, Standards 
Addressed and Rubric. Online Quizzes are available for each lesson/video, 
administered by teachers on ASSR’s simple LMS. 

15+ Seat License
00359107 Per seat price (15-seat minimum) ����������������������������������MSRP/MAP $99�00

Book Only
00333735 Hardcover ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $52�00

HD Cart
Reverb Plug-In
HD Cart is a high-density reverb plugin modelled after a legendary expansion 
for one of the most sought after and expensive reverb units of all time. It was 
next to impossible to walk into almost any professional recording studio in 
the mid to late 1980s – and for many years after – and not have one be in the 
room somewhere. So many of the most cherished and well-known recordings 
of all time owe a large part of their ambience and overall sound to this iconic 
state of the art (at the time) processor.
The HD and surround expansion cartridge for this unit contained the only 
algorithm to ever fully take advantage of its considerable dual-board pro-
cessing capabilities. This amazing program was capable of being used in 
quadraphonic, 5.0 surround or high-density stereo reverb modes resulting in 
dense, rich audio unlike any other reverb processor.
00371413 Download Code �������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $99�99

M7 Link
Take control of your 
Bricasti M7 with M7 Link 
from Reverb Foundry. 
With full program recall 
and whole system man-
agement for all major 
DAWs there’s never been 
a more attractive way to 
fully integrate the world’s 
best hardware reverb into 

today’s complex studio workflows via the industry standard MIDI protocol.

Features include
• Full control, save and recall of your Bricasti M7 from the DAW
• Every parameter is fully controllable with precise value stepping
• Tempo synchronisation for pre-delay and reverb delay
• All presets from all banks are included
• A/B preset comparison/switch feature
• Connected M7 identification tool
• Lock/hold specific parameters during preset changes
• Default settings supported including preferred MIDI device  

and I/O modes
00371414 Download Code �����������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $199�99

HD Cart + M7 Link Bundle
00371415 ������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $279�99

software
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Reason Studios
Reason+
Subscribe to Reason+ and get the tools to sound like nobody 
else. With the new Reason+ subscription, you get the Reason 
Rack plugin and standalone software along with every single 
synth, drum machine, Player, effect device, guitar amp model, 
and sample that Reason Studios has ever released–and will 
ever release. That’s over 70 plugin devices right off the bat, 
plus weekly new Sound Packs.
00364918 Downloadable 1-Year Subscription ����� MSRP/MAP $199�00

Reason 11 
Suite
28 Instruments 
• 31 Effects •  
6 Player MIDI 
Effects • 8 
Utility Devices 
Boxed Edition
As a plugin rack 
in your DAW or 
as a fast and flex-

ible music production tool, Reason Suite is ready 
for your music-making. Just starting out on your 
musical journey or well on your way to your next 
album? Wherever you are, Reason’s legendary 
rack of synths, instruments and effects is ready 
to turn good ideas into great music. On its own 
or in your favorite DAW as a plugin. Reason Suite 
sets you on course with a formidable collection 
of instruments, effects and other music making 
tools – more than 70 devices in total! You will 
find everything from bread-and-butter effect units 
to out-of-this-world synthesizers. Reason Suite is 
an unbelievable package at an unbeatable price.

Features include:
• Powerful virtual instrument rack plugin 

and music production software
• Fully loaded with all Rack Extension 

plugins from Reason Studios
• Includes over 70 instruments, effects and 

utilities
• 28 premium instruments
• 31 audio effects
• 17 MIDI effects and utilities
•  Sound Bank with more than 32000 

device patches, loops and samples
• Use Reason the way you want: as an 

instrument and effect plugin in any DAW 
or as stand-alone production software

• Fully equipped and ever expandable rack 
of instruments and effects

• Easy and comprehensive sequencing, easy 
audio recording and a studio grade mixing 
console

00322842 Boxed Edition ����������������������� MSRP $599�00  
MAP $599�00

00322845 Upgrade Edition ����������� MSRP/MAP $249�00

Reason 11 
Intro
10 Instruments 
• 9 Effects • 3 
Player MIDI Ef-
fects • 8 Utility 
Devices Boxed 
Edition
As a plugin rack in 
your DAW or as a 
fast and flexible 

music production tool, Reason is ready for your 
music-making. Want to record your first song or 
looking to add a powerful expansion of instru-
ments and effects to your current setup up at an 
unbelievable price? Reason Intro comes with a 
selection of amazing synthesizers, instruments 
and effects that will boost your music-making, 
whoever you are. Use it stand-alone with stu-
dio-grade recording and mixing tools or use it as 
a plugin in your favorite DAW.
00322840 Boxed Edition ����������������� MSRP/MAP $99�00

PACE

iLok 3rd Generation
USB-C Software Authorization Key
You can pack up to 1,500 licenses on the 3rd 
Generation iLok – that’s three times as many as 
the previous generation. And at 1.5” x 0.5”, it’s 
the smallest iLok ever. It’s super durable though, 
thanks to its split- and crack-proof aluminum 
frame. Would-be thieves will have a hard time 
stealing your iLok, as the 3rd Generation iLok’s 
wider and stronger security loop accommodates 
most desktop security cables, and its etched serial 
number doesn’t rub off without some serious 
effort. A stylish embossed logo makes counter-
feiting extremely difficult, so you’ll know that 
your iLok is the real deal. The 3rd Generation 
iLok comes complete with a glowing blue LED 
indicator.
00369943  ���������������������� MSRP $69�95 • MAP $54�95

REASON STUDIOS / PACE
software
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analog  

synthesizers
audio interfaces

MIDI interfaces

AUDIO4c
Audio/MIDI Interface
iConnectivity
Looking for a tool to help your live streams sound more professional? 
Are you searching for an audio & MIDI interface that gives you the 

connectivity you crave for your live performances? Maybe you have a home studio and can’t find the right 
recording solution for you? Perhaps you dreamt of one device that will do all three!
AUDIO4c is our new interface designed to help you Stream, Play and Record your way. Three custom-tai-
lored modes automatically configure the interface’s four XLR/1/4” TRS combo analog inputs, 6 outputs, 
USB-MIDI, and DIN MIDI for your specific needs.
We understand that today’s musicians and engineers work across multiple platforms; that’s why AUDIO4c 
works great on Mac, PC, iOS and for the first time, Android too!
00363916  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $499�99 • MAP $399�99

Cre8audio
Capt’n Big-O
Analog VCO  
with Waveshaping
Do you like analog wave-
forms? Capt’n Big-O is for 
people who like (or want 
to like) big massive analog 
sounds. 100% analog com-
ponents, no oscillator on a 
chip here. The Capt’n was 
designed in partnership 
with the very serious folks 

at Pittsburgh Modular Synthesizers. It includes 
Pittsburgh’s famous wave folders, a new drive cir-
cuit, and it crams as much big analog waviness as 
possible in a voltage-controlled oscillator module.
00370856  ������������������ MSRP $199�99 • MAP $149�99

Mr. Phil Ter
VCA, Envelope Generator 
& Filter
Mr. Phil Ter is a module that 
does a whole bunch of analog 
and digital stuff, in not a lot of 
HP. Phil’s digital bits are solely 
comprised of the envelope gen-
erator, for your envelopy plea-
sure. The analog bits, developed 
in partnership with the ultra-se-

rious folks at Pittsburgh Modular Synthesizers 
(a very serious synthesizer company) and are 
comprised of a voltage controlled amplifier circuit 
(VCA) as well as an extra juicy old-school transis-
tor ladder filter, perfect for those of you who are 
not afraid of ladders or transistors. Pair Mr. Phil 
Ter up with any oscillator or crank up its own filter 
section’s resonance and self-oscillate.
00370857  �������������������� MSRP $149�99 • MAP $99�99

NiftyCASE BigEARS
Wood Sides to Hold 2 NiftyCASE boards
BigEARS is a slick way to put two NiftyCASEs 
together and make a “nifty” stack for double your 
NiftyCASE fun. BigEARS are made out of real 
wood, providing a sturdy yet attractive “frame” 
to hold a set of NiftyCASE boards safely, securely 
and compactly.
00370858  ���������������������� MSRP $49�99 • MAP $39�99

CME
WIDI Master 5.0 
Interface
 Wireless MIDI over  
Bluetooth Interface  
with DIN-5 Cable

WIDI Master is your virtual MIDI cable. Bluetooth 
MIDI is the new wireless standard as approved 
by the MIDI Association. Now you can connect 
all your MIDI devices – without cables; even 
without computers – with MIDI over Bluetooth! 
WIDI distinguishes itself from any other Bluetooth 
MIDI technology available through its unique SCA 
technology. SCA is a collection of highly effective 
algorithms that optimize the performance of WIDI 
in any given situation. SCA stands for Dual Role 
Automation, Automatic Pairing Mode, Smart Hub 
Functionality, Latency Reduction Optimization and 
Range Performance Optimization!
00371922  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $59�00

WIDI Jack
Wireless MIDI over Bluetooth 
Adapter with DIN-5 Cable
Meet WIDI Jack – the brother 
of WIDI Master. It is the same 

wireless MIDI solution for different use cases. 
Now you can add TRS MIDI, DIN-6-mini MIDI and 
DIN-5 MIDI to your wireless MIDI setup. You even 
can work with unpowered MIDI ports by adding 
external power via the USB-C port. Bluetooth MIDI 
is just getting started!
00371923  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $59�00

WIDI DIN Cable
00371924 DIN-5������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $9�90
00371925 DIN-6 mini ����������������������� MSRP/MAP $9�90

WIDI TRS Cable
00371926 2�5mm Cable ������������������� MSRP/MAP $9�90
00371927 3�5mm Cable ������������������� MSRP/MAP $9�90
00371929 6�35mm Cable ����������������� MSRP/MAP $9�90

JackTrip
JackTrip Virtual Studio Device
The JackTrip Virtual 
Studio connects musi-
cians in real time using 
home internet connec-
tions. This technology 
utilizes the latest break-

throughs in cloud-based computing to transmit 
uncompressed, CD quality (48kHz, lossless) audio 
at ultra-low latency, thus giving everyone in the 
rehearsal an audio experience that mirrors being 
in the same room. 

Features include:
• Works with JackTrip Virtual Studio cloud 

service to enable low latency online music 
performance

• No laptop or desktop required; Includes all 
necessary software

• Very low hardware latency (about 1ms), 
compared to most sound cards (10’s to 
100’s of milliseconds)

• Requires web browser for management of 
the device

• No accessories or power supply included
00373591  �������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $179�99

Revelator io24
 USB-C Audio Interface with DSP
PreSonus
Flexible and versatile, Revelator io24 is the only audio interface designed 
for both recording and streaming. Get polished, professional results 

thanks to PreSonus XMAX-L microphone preamps and onboard processing that will make your stream, 
podcast, or recording stand out. Revelator io24’s intuitive loopback mixer makes adding backing tracks, 
sound effects, or Skype interviews quick and easy. Quickly record Zoom calls for your podcast, add 
backing tracks to your live stream performance, and more.
00370313  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $249�95 • MAP $199�95
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PreSonus

Atom SQ
Hybrid Controller
A versatile performance and production controller 
ideal for creating hip-hop, EDM, or something 
in between. A staggered 32-pad layout makes it 
instantly recognizable as both a keyboard and a 
TR-style step sequencer. Deep integration with 
included Ableton® Live Lite and Studio One® 
Artist gives you a complete production toolkit 
right out of the box – without dropping the beat.
00355793  ������������������ MSRP $324�95 • MAP $249�95

MicroStation BT
2.1 Monitor Controller 
with Bluetooth® 

Connectivity
MicroStation BT is the ulti-
mate solution for anyone who 

wants to add Bluetooth connectivity to their favor-
ite pair of studio or media reference monitors. A 
convenient Bluetooth receiver lets you wirelessly 
stream audio to any pair of studio or media ref-
erence monitors right from your phone. Balanced 
1/4” TRS inputs are provided to connect pro audio 
hardware, like your audio interface. A stereo 1/8” 
input is available to hardwire your phone or tablet 
when you don’t want to use Bluetooth. 
00357961 ..........MSRP $199.95 • MAP $129.95

Gator Frameworks

Pair of Standard  
Aluminum Speaker Stands 
with Carrying Bag
Model GFW-SPK-2000SET

Features include:
• Lightweight aluminum speaker stand
• Dual-diameter inner tube for 33 mm  

& 38 mm speaker mount
• Red safety trim on feet (removable)
• 125 lbs�/57 kg� weight capacity
• Double speaker stand bag included

03726162  ������������������ MSRP $207�99 • MAP $129�99

Pair of Deluxe Tripod Speaker 
Stands with Carrying Bag
Model GFW-SPK-3000SET

Features include:
• Lift-EEZ self-raising center tube piston 

elevates speakers up to 45 lbs�
• Comfortable twist knob to secure height 

adjustments
• Legs adjust for precision setup
• Adapter sleeve for 38 mm speaker mounts
• Red safety trim on feet (removable)
• Cable organization clip included
• Heavy-duty construction

03726164  ������������������ MSRP $351�99 • MAP $219�99

TASCAM
MZ-123BT
Commercial-Grade Multi-Zone Audio Mixer 
with Bluetooth®

The TASCAM MZ-123BT is a compact 1U 
multi-channel, multi-zone professional installation 
mixer that provides versatile routing, mixing and 

distribution of up to three channels of music and announcements for a wide range of commercial appli-
cations, including retail, restaurants, bars, cafes, hotels, or any environment that requires independent 
audio routing and announcement capabilities. Featuring a simple, intuitive layout for ease of operation, 
the Bluetooth®-enabled MZ-123BT comes equipped with 2 versatile mic inputs and automatic attenuation 
of background music for superior intelligibility during announcements or paging.
00360492  ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP $699�99 • MAP $499�99

(T

iRig Pre 2
Mobile Microphone Interface
IK Multimedia
00364845  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $49�99

Spire Studio (2nd Generation)
For vocalists and musicians, iZotope Spire Studio (2nd Gen) is the best alterna-
tive to booking expensive studio time and spending hours trying to figure out 
complex software and audio interfaces. Get back into the creative zone and free 
yourself from technical distractions! Get to recording faster with minimal setup 
time–start recording with the press of a button.
In a single, easy-to-use solution, Spire Studio acts as your recording engineer 

and wirelessly connects to a full suite of mixing, production, and sharing tools. With built-in intelligent 
processing and connection to the cloud-based Spire production platform, Spire Studio allows vocalists 
and songwriters to stay in the creative space.
With an onboard studio-grade mic, two dual combo inputs for mics and instruments, and two headphone 
outputs, Spire Studio offers you the flexibility to multitrack with any of your favorite gear. With ultra-low 
noise preamps, Spire Studio gives you a high-quality, clean signal so that your recordings shine.
00366261  ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $499�00

mobile device interfaces
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Studio Microphones
The Fin
Retro-Styled Dynamic Cardioid Microphone
Not only is the Fin a professional microphone with all the qualities you could ask for in a dynamic cardioid 
microphone, it also just happens to be one of the coolest-looking mics you’ve ever seen – combining a 
“vintage” look with a futuristic and timeless feel, all in one shiny microphone.
Best-in-class, smooth, flat response from the shock mounted, large, low mass diaphragm element driven 
by a powerful magnet, will reward you with rich sound throughout its broad frequency range. The Fin is 
great in the studio, or live, and it particularly exhibits excellent upper mids.

The Fin – Chrome Body Models
00364932 White LED �������������������� MSRP/MAP $229�00
00364931 Red LED ���������������������� MSRP/MAP $229�00
00364930 Blue LED ���������������������� MSRP/MAP $229�00

  

The Fin – Black Body Models
00364929 White LED �������������������� MSRP/MAP $229�00
00364928 Red LED ���������������������� MSRP/MAP $229�00
00364927 Blue LED ���������������������� MSRP/MAP $229�00

PR30
Large Diameter  
Microphone
The Heil PR30 microphone 
steps up the professional 
audio game by adding a 
humbucking coil in addition 
to the shock-mounted large 
1.5” low mass diaphragm 
to virtually run noise-free in 
almost any situation. When 

working in close proximity to PC monitors in the 
studio, or near neon lights, or other electrical 
sources on stage, the PR30 is the microphone to 
use for quiet, flawless operation on drums, guitar 
cabinets, and vocals.
The PR30 is often compared to high priced ribbon 
microphones for its wide frequency response and 
immaculate sound quality. The difference is the 
PR30 is able to withstand sound pressure levels 
that would decimate ribbon microphones.
The PR 30 is perfect as a guitar and amplifier cabi-
net microphone, as well as for drums, but it is also 
right at home as a vocal microphone, thanks to its 
internal passive filtering and uniquely designed 
screen, which virtually eliminates popping and sib-
ilance during up-close vocals. The versatility and 
quality built into the PR30 make it the choice of 
some of the top professional musicians, produc-
ers, and broadcasters in today’s world. The PR30 
ships with a mic clip and a leatherette carry bag.
00364992 Chrome Body/Grill �������� MSRP/MAP $259�00
00364993 Black Body/Grill ����������� MSRP/MAP $259�00

PR77D
Deco Series 
Dynamic 
Microphone 
with PR40 
Element
The Heil PR77D 
is a profes-
sional quality 
dynamic micro-

phone for use in commercial broadcast, podcasting, 
and studio or home recording. It is perfect for any 
application that requires a smooth, flat response over 
a wide frequency range, excellent transient response, 
great speech articulation, and low intermodulation 
distortion (IMD).
The PR77D achieves its exceptional performance 
via a large, 1-inch, low-mass voice coil encom-
passed by a powerful magnet structure using a 
mixture of neodymium, iron, and boron. Special 
attention has been paid to the phasing plug 
assembly to provide exceptional 180-degree, off-
axis rear rejection of over -40 dB. Simultaneously, 
the front pattern allows the user to move about 
freely in front of the element with no change in 
response.
00365007 Purple��������������������MSRP/MAP $249�00
00365006 Black ���������������������MSRP/MAP $249�00

PR40
Large Diameter Studio Microphone
The Heil PR40 microphone boasts the widest frequency range of any dynamic mic in the Heil PR series. 
The PR40 incorporates Heil’s sage-like understanding of phasing plug placement, along with the use 
of a very large (1”), low mass diaphragm, and custom magnet metals housed in a specially designed 
microphone body.
The PR40 diaphragm is shock mounted such that it is completely de-coupled from the anodized 
Champagne matte-finished steel body. In addition to dual mesh screens, each made with different diam-
eter screen apertures, there is an internal breath blast filter on the diaphragm element itself, providing 
superb response for the human voice across the entire vocal range, without “popping” noises. In fact, 
the PR40 will provide a flawless, smooth, flat response from 28Hz all the way up to the 18kHz, making 
this a great microphone for everything from vocals, to bass drums and tom drums, to guitar and bass 
cabinet micing and more.
00365004 Gold �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $399�00
00365003 Chrome �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $399�00
00365002 Black/Gold �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $329�00
00365001 Black ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $329�00
00365000 Nickel ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $329�0
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Live Microphones
Handi Mic Pro Plus
Small Microphone with Matte Black Finish
The Heil Handi Mic Pro Plus microphone is just 4 inches tall 
and has a sleek matte black finish. The smaller footprint makes 
it a perfect for those tight places like in and around drums in a 
drum kit and placing inside a Leslie cabinet. 
00364936  ��������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $99�00

PR20
Dynamic Handheld Microphone
The Heil PR20 microphone is a new breed of dynamic 
microphone with many benefits over other micro-
phones in its price range. The PR20 will do a superior 
job at exactly capturing the sound from vocals, guitar, 
snare drums, cymbals, piano and more. Sound profes-
sionals, broadcasters and musicians of all genres rely 
on the PR20 microphone because it faithfully upholds 
the sound it takes in and is built to last.
The PR20 has a large diaphragm providing a wide 
frequency range, with excellent upper mids. The PR20 

does a great job of rejecting side & rear noise (minimizing feedback), and it 
is tough enough to withstand real-world usage. These attributes make the 
entire PR & RC series not only great rock music microphones, but they are 
also great for country, metal, jazz, funk, blues, rap, and opera, for that matter.
00364986 Gold �����������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $209�00
00364937 Silver ���������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $149�00

PR20-SUT
Utility Microphone with On/Off Switch, Mic Clip and 
Windscreen
The Heil Sound PR20-SUT is a handheld cardioid dynamic micro-
phone designed for articulate reproduction of vocals, speech, 
instruments, amplifier cabinets, and drums in studios, clubs, 
houses of worship, and live stage applications. Though sonically 
identical to the PR20, the PR20-SUT sports a stainless steel grille 
in place of the PR20’s interchangeable silver, black, and gold grills. 
The dynamic microphone element features a composite magnet 
for increased strength and a cardioid polar pattern, which provides 
significant rear rejection and immunity to feedback. With a 145dB 

maximum SPL and a frequency response of 50Hz to 18kHz, it is well suited 
to a wide variety of sources.
00364939  �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $119�00

PR20-UT
Utility Handheld Microphone with Mic 
Clip and Windscreen
The Heil PR20-UT microphone with its 
tapered, black mic body, sports a tough 
stainless screen. Think of it as a PR20 minus 
the additional screens. The PR20-UT utility 
microphone has the same ruggedness, same 
quality and frequency range and workman-
ship as the PR20. 
00364938  �����������������������������MSRP/MAP $99�00

 PR22
Dynamic Cardioid Handheld Microphone
The Heil PR22 microphone is a revolutionary dynamic 
cardioid microphone incorporating a large (1-1/8”) 
diaphragm, patent-pending ISO BAND™ isolation 
mounting that offers greater articulation throughout 
its entire wide, flat, frequency range with very low 
handling noise. Additionally, noise directed at the rear 
of the mic is virtually eliminated through a combination 
of special porting & phasing plug design. This is a 
sound professional’s dream come true!
Best-in-class rear noise rejection means you’ll get 

more sound out of the PR22 before feedback occurs. The PR22 microphone 
has exceptional mids and highs, but not at the expense of sacrificing any of its 
frequency range. The PR22 is an extraordinarily “stage friendly” mic that can 
take a full-on snare hit & deliver the richest sounding snare with no overload, 
and no compromise.
00364990 Gold �����������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $219�00
00364987 Silver ���������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $179�00

 RC 22
Replacement  
Wireless Capsule  
for PR22 Microphone
The Heil RC 22 is a replacement micro-
phone capsule for wireless transmitters 
and uses the same internal elements as 
the PR 22. The RC 22 gives you all the 

great mids and highs, great articulation, high rejection of side and rear noise 
via the large diaphragm, phasing plug placement, and the patent-pending 
ISO BAND™ shock-mount prevents handling noise from getting in the way.
The RC 22 lets you upgrade your transmitter to many popular brands to the 
PR 22 sound and reliability with wireless freedom. Let your ears be the judge, 
the RC 22 will provide all the proof you need. Turning your wireless transmitter 
into a world-class microphone is just a few turns of a screw away.
The RC 22 capsule is compatible with all Lectrosonics, and Line 6 models 
that have removable capsules. It is compatible with most Shure Wireless with 
removable capsules, except it will not work with the ULX systems. It is also 
compatible with the Audix H60 utilizing the included spacer ring.
00365010 Gold �����������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $249�00
00365009 Chrome �����������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $249�00
00365008 Nickel ��������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $199�00

PR22-SUT
Dynamic Cardioid Utility Handheld Microphone with 
On/Off Switch, Mic Clip & Windscreen
The Heil Sound PR22-SUT is a handheld cardioid dynamic micro-
phone designed for articulate reproduction of vocals, speech, 
instruments, amplifier cabinets, and drums in studios, clubs, 
houses of worship, and live stage applications. Though sonically 
identical to the PR22, the PR22-SUT sports a stainless steel grille 
in place of the PR22’s interchangeable silver, black, and gold 
grilles. The dynamic microphone element features a composite 
magnet for increased strength and a cardioid polar pattern, which 
provides significant rear rejection and immunity to feedback. 
With a 145dB maximum SPL and a frequency response of 50Hz 

to 18kHz, it is well suited to a wide variety of sources.
00364989  �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������MSRP/MAP $139�00
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PR22-UT
Dynamic 
Cardioid  
Utility 
Handheld 
Microphone 
with Clip & 
Windscreen
The Heil PR22-UT 
microphone is 
essentially the 
PR22, but saves 
you money by 
shipping with just 
the essentials. 
The same patent 
pending d ia-

phragm shock mounting, along with tight cardioid 
pattern element of the PR22, makes the PR22-UT 
the choice for those who expect the best in a 
dynamic cardioid microphone. The PR22-UT has 
exceptionally low noise handling, response and 
impeccable reproduction of the source it takes in.
00364988  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $119�00

PR35
Large Diameter Handheld Microphone 
with 2-Position Roll Off
The PR35 is built with the specifications of the 
PR30 (large 1.5” shock-mounted hum-bucking), 
voice-coil to ward off unwanted handling noise & 
electronic interference, and provides great rejec-
tion of off-axis/180-degree noise as well. However, 
the PR35 is equally at home in your hand, as it is 
micing a guitar cabinet, or cradled in a broadcast-
er’s boom. The PR35 has excellent articulation & a 
natural upper mid-range along with a smooth flat 
response throughout. You will be hard-pressed 
to experience overload or feedback with a PR35. 
The PR35 adds a low-cut roll-off switch, allowing 
you to prevent low-end feedback loops from ever 
getting started. The PR35 will provide high-end 
studio results live, in the studio, or wherever. In 
addition to vocals, the PR35 is great for a variety 
of instruments including guitar cabinets, drums, 
and more.
00364997 Gold ����������������������������� MSRP/MAP $349�00
00364996 Chrome ����������������������� MSRP/MAP $349�00
00364995 Black ��������������������������� MSRP/MAP $269�00

RC35
Replacement Wireless Capsule for PR35 
Microphone
The Heil RC 35 is a replacement microphone 
capsule for wireless transmitters, using the same 
internal elements as the PR 35. The RC 35 gives 
you all the great articulation and high rejection of 
side and rear noise, along with other benefits of 
the PR 35.
The RC 35 lets you upgrade your transmitter (of 
most popular brands*) to the PR 35 sound and 
reliability with wireless freedom and your choice 
of three looks. The smoother, flatter response with 
very high side and 180-degree rejection will make 
it worth replacing your current brand with the RC 
35. Turning your wireless transmitter into a world-
class microphone is just a few screw turns away.
The RC 35 capsule is compatible with all 
Lectrosonics, and Line 6 models that have remov-
able capsules. It is compatible with most Shure 
Wireless with removable capsules, except it will 
not work with the ULX systems. It is also com-
patible with the AudixH60 utilizing the included 
spacer ring.
00365013 Gold ����������������������������� MSRP/MAP $369�00
00365012 Chrome ����������������������� MSRP/MAP $289�00
00365011 Black ��������������������������� MSRP/MAP $249�00

PR35S
Large Diameter  
Handheld Microphone  
with On/Off Switch
The Heil Sound PR35S has been 
designed for recording, live sound 
reinforcement, and commer-
cial broadcast applications that 
require a smooth, flat response 
over a wide frequency range. The 
PR35S was designed around the 
acclaimed PR30 element and 
incorporates a sorbothane shock 

mount to give the best possible results.
The PR35S achieves its exceptional performance 
by using a special magnet structure and a large 
aluminum 1-1/2” low-mass voice coil assem-
bly. A carefully wound and placed hum buck-
ing coil allows the PR35S to be used close to 
video monitors without unwanted hum or buzz. 
Special attention has been paid to the phasing 
plug assembly with equally placed ports that sense 
audio from behind the source. It then enters them 
out of phase thus producing a very linear car-
dioid pattern. This reduces the proximity effect 
while achieving the extreme articulation across its 
smooth 40Hz-18kHz frequency response.
00364998 Black ��������������������������� MSRP/MAP $289�00

PR37
Large Diameter Handheld 
Vocal Microphone
The PR37 is designed for live 
sound reinforcement and record-
ing applications with the vocalist 
in mind. As the next step in the 
evolution of Heil Sound’s family 
of vocal microphones including 
the PR35 and PR22, the PR37 
delivers an ultra-clear and trans-
parent sound that brilliantly cuts 
through any mix. The PR37’s 
frequency response features 

smooth, low mids, and an enhanced upper mids 
presence that allows vocals of all kinds to effort-
lessly shine through. The PR37 provides -40 dB 
of rear noise rejection, making it perfect for live 
applications, particularly in situations with high 
stage volume. The large-diameter (1.5”) dynamic 
element of the PR37 is housed in a stable mount-
ing system that is designed to reduce handling 
noise. The rugged metal body of the PR37 is 
designed to provide durable protection for the 
microphone, making it the quintessential work-
horse microphone for live use, while still providing 
superior sound quality that is characteristic of 
Heil microphones. Supplied with SM-5 mic clip, 
windscreen, and Heil Sound padded zipper bag.
00364999  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $269�00
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Drum Microphones

HDK5 Drum Mic Kit
The Heil HDK-5 drum mic kit is for those seeking 
professional drum mics, and a great value. The 
HDK-5 is a great value drum mic kit for rock, 
blues, jazz, metal, gospel, and more.

Features include:
• The PR48 – superb with its suspen-

sion-mounted element, preventing exter-
nal vibration interference

• Four Handi Mic Pro Plus mics to capture 
snares, cymbals, and toms with rich sound 
& clarity

• Four HM mic clips at a standard 5/8”-27
• Two HH-1 patent-pending mic clips, per-

fect for mounting to rims, or to tom hoops
• A protective padded leatherette carrying case

00364933  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $779�00

HDK7 Standard Drum Mic Kit
The Heil HDK-7 drum mic kit includes everything 
you will need to record all drums & cymbals, and 
it also is an incredible collection of mics to best 
capture live drum performances. Rock on, jazz it 
up, or bang your head – with the best drum mics 
available!

Features include:
• Two award-winning PR22s for flawless 

snare or tom micing
• Two PR28s for tom, snare, djembes, 

congas
• Two PR30Bs to capture cymbals, and/or 

for overhead micing
• Two HH-1 (patent-pending) mounts to 

place mics on the rim or the hoop mount 
for solid, secure, mic placement

• One PR48
• Two HM mic clips
• A black hard-shell carrying case

00364934  ��������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $1399�00

HDK8 Primo Drum Mic Kit
The Heil HDK-8 drum mic kit is the ultimate 
drum microphone collection. These professional 
microphones bring out the best in the drum, as 
opposed to “manufacturing sound.” It’s almost 
like Heil microphones know exactly what to do 
with sound coming from any direction. That is why 
the microphones in the HDK-8 are the preferred 
microphones of some of the most successful 
artists and engineers in the world. Bring out the 
best in rock, jazz, blues, funk, or whatever, with 
the microphones included in the HDK-8.

Features include:
• Two PR22 mics – great for micing a snare 

from above and below
• Three PR28s to use on toms, and more
• Two PR30Bs – perfect for overhead  

cymbals
• One PR48 mic
• Three HH-1 patent-pending mic clips
• Two HM Standard mic clips
• All in a black, rugged, hard-shell carrying 

case
00364935  ��������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $1499�00

PR28
Drum/Tom 
Microphone
The Heil PR28 
microphone is 
made specifi-
cally for toms, 
and snare drums 
along with other 
percussion instru-

ments like bongos, conga, timbale, djembes and 
more. However, the PR28 is suitable for other 
uses as well where a wide frequency range and 
immaculate isolation is desired.
Heil Sound engineered the PR28 with a dual sus-
pension dynamic element to eliminate unwanted 
vibrations and noise, even in the most extreme 
settings; like when placed above or beneath drums 
with close proximity monitors, bass cabinets and 
other sound sources. In fact, the PR28 dutifully 
isolates the target drum from neighboring drums 
just inches away, with precision and ease.
00364991  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $149�00

PR31BW
Large Diameter Short 
Body Microphone for 
Cymbals & Toms
The Heil 31 BW microphone is 
the answer to those who use 
the PR30 for cymbals & toms, 
but need it to fit in tight spots. 
Through a collaboration with 
FOH engineer for the Charlie 
Daniels Band, Bob Workman 
(hence the “BW” designation), 

the 4-inch tall PR31BW was developed.
The PR31BW realizes all the benefits of the PR30 
in a smaller footprint suitable for mounting to 
toms and for capturing cymbals from underneath, 
as well as from overhead. As with the PR30, 
there’s no worrying about picking up nearby 
sounds from other drums, or other sources. And 
also like the PR30, there’s no worrying about 
overload. The PR31BW is great for vocals, guitar 
cabinets, brass horns, saxophone, and piano and 
it will even fit inside Leslie speaker cabinets, and 
more. 
00364994  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $269�00

PR48
Kick Drum  
Microphone
The Heil PR48 kick 
drum microphone is 
the end result of what 
happens when you 
start with the finest 
kick drum microphone 
components – listen to 

what your customers want based on real-world 
drumming conditions, and put it all together. Heil 
incorporates suggestions from some of the best 
drummers and drum & sound technicians in the 
world into the PR48. That and two years of “in the 
field” research refining these suggestions, yields 
the PR48, ready to take on any kick drum.
The PR48 contains a large vulcanized double 
shock-mounted diaphragm element, impervious 
to external vibration and noise. The PR48 also has 
our best rear noise rejection, and excellent (148 
db) SPL handling; all housed in a solid flat black 
emron steel body with red screens on an adjust-
able swivel-mount. Heil adds passive internal low 
pass filters to create rises in the frequencies where 
the kick drum’s sound benefits most. The kick 
beater is also represented like never before in the 
mix through this filtering. This is a great rock kick 
drum mic, but also is at home serving country, 
jazz, funk, blues and metal drummers with a kick 
drum sound that has no equal.
00365005  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $249�00
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Windscreens
WSM  
Windscreen

00366191  ��������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $5�00

WSPR40  
Windscreen
00366192  � MSRP/MAP $19�00

Shockmounts
PRSM
Black Shock 
Mount for 
PR 30 & 40 
Series  
Microphones
The  PRSM 
Shock Mount is 
a flexible sup-
port system that 
helps suppress 

low-frequency rumble on the microphone line by 
absorbing and damping vibrations picked up from 
the studio desk or console.
00366187 Black ����������������������������� MSRP/MAP $99�00

SM-1 
Shockmount
For PR20  
& PR22  
Microphones
The SM-1 Shock 
Mount is an 
8-point flexible 
suspension sup-
port system that 
helps suppress 

low-frequency rumble on the microphone line by 
absorbing and damping vibrations picked up from 
the studio desk or console.
00366189  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $79�00

Booms
HB-1
Steel Microphone 
Boom with 
C-Clamp Mount
The HB-1 is an artic-
ulated arm which is 
of very substantial 
steel channel struc-
ture and balanced by 
four external springs. 
Capable of support-

ing microphones up to 2.5 lbs, the HB-1 has a 
reach of 40”.
00366182  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $69�00

PL2T
Topless®  
Articulating Boom 
with Removable 
Cable Cover
The Heil Sound PL2T 

Topless® Boom mount is a unique and versatile 
boom that utilizes a system of perfectly balanced 
internal springs to provide perfect balance and 
silent, effortless adjustment of its position. The 
PL2T easily handles microphones weighing up to 
2.5 lbs., and it makes for a professional-looking 
installation without adding to the clutter in front 
of you.
The PL2T will fit all of the brass lined Heil mount-
ing accessories: DT-1 Flush Mount; FL-2 Flange 
Mount; WM-1 Wall Mount; RS-1 Riser Mount
00366185  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $109�00

C-Clamp
Replacement 
C-Clamp for PL2T, 
SB-2 or HB-1 
Booms

00366184  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $19�00

RS-1
12-Inch Riser for PL2T, SB-2 
and HB-1 Booms
00366188  �������������� MSRP/MAP $29�00

Mounts
DT-1
Flush Mount for PL2T, SB-2 and 
HB-1 Booms
00366180  ������������������ MSRP/MAP $39�00

FL-2
Surface Flange Mount for 
PL2T, SB-2 and HB-1 Booms
00366181  ������������� MSRP/MAP $29�00

HH-1
Drum Microphone Mount
00366183  ������������������ MSRP/MAP $39�00

WM-1
Boom Wall Mount
00366190  ����� MSRP/MAP $25�00

Headphones
Pro Set 3
Stereo Studio  
Headphones  
with Phase  
Reversal Switch
The Pro Set 3 head-
phones will work for all 
types of music record-
ing, as well as be great 
for internet and com-
mercial broadcasting, in 

addition to amateur radio. With the Pro Set 3 
headphones you get three detachable cables. A 1.8 
M flexible straight cable; and a 1.8 M straight cord 
with mating iPhone/iPod compatible 3.5mm plug; 
and also, a 3 M coil cord – all twist lock terminat-
ing in a 1/8” (3.5 mm) professional gold plated 
screw-on 1/4” (6.3mm) adapter. From 10Hz all 
the way to 22kHz, the Heil Pro Set 3 headphones 
have got you covered.
00366186  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $109�00

EP PS3
Pair of Replacement Earpads for Pro Set 
3 Headphones
00369259  ������������������������������������������������������� $10�00

HEIL SOUND
microphones
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MXL / PRESONUS / WARM AUDIO
microphones

MXL
Revelation II
Variable Pattern Tube 
Microphone
The MXL Revelation II is a studio 
microphone that delivers the 
warmth and intimacy of a clas-
sic tube microphone with a lush 
mid-range providing a unique 
color and sound to any micro-
phone locker. A dual gold-sput-
tered, 6-micron diaphragm and 
hand-selected EF86 pentode 
tube provide warmth and char-

acter giving the Revelation II an iconic sound. The 
Revelation II’s variable selection knob allows for 
limitless transitions between cardioid, omnidirec-
tional, and figure-8 polar patterns. Whether you 
record vocals, instruments, percussion or simply 
use it as a room mic, the MXL Revelation II brings 
a classic sound in any recording application.

Features include:
• Flagship tube microphone
• Variable polar pattern selection
• EF86 Pentode tube
• Natural frequency response attributes to 

classic sound
• Mogami cable and wiring for exceptional 

audio fidelity
00365311  ������������������ MSRP $999�95 • MAP $499�95

Revelation  
Mini FET
Condenser Microphone
The Revelation Mini FET is a 
compact, large diaphragm con-
denser microphone inspired by 
the legendary Revelation tube 
microphone. MXL set out to 
design a smaller, FET-based 
microphone that would carry 
the classic tone and sonic image 
of the original, while increasing 
durability and versatility for a 

variety of studio and live applications. It utilizes 
a premium 32mm center terminating, gold-sput-
tered capsule combined with a low noise circuit to 
provide a classic sound for a range of uses. The 
FET-based circuit design offers a low noise and 
discreet signal path when paired with the 32mm 
capsule. The inclusion of a -10/-20db pad allows 
the mic to be used on a variety of sources includ-
ing hard-hitting kick drums, blasting trumpets, 
and everything in between.
00362414  ������������������ MSRP $499�95 • MAP $229�95

PreSonus
M7
Cardioid Condenser  
Microphone
An ideal general-purpose 
microphone for musicians and 
content creators who want to 
save a buck without sacrificing 
audio quality, the PreSonus M7 
cardioid condenser microphone 
is well-suited to vocals, guitar, 
podcasts, live streams, and 
more. It sounds great recording 
very nearly anything, but places 
particular emphasis on a warm, 

round top end that compliments the human voice. 
00365703  ����������������������MSRP $99�95 • MAP $69�95

Warm Audio
WA-MBA
Microphone  
Boom Arm
The new WA-MBA 
professional broad-
cast boom arm from 
Warm Audio adds the 
finishing touch to your 
broadcast or streaming 
setup, allowing you to 
properly position your 
microphone for ultimate 
sound quality. With a 
hidden internal cable 

management system and easy-to-grab tension 
hinges, getting the professional appearance and 
performance you’ve been looking for onstream 
has never been easier.
00364820  ������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $99�00

Gator Frameworks

Guitar Pick & Slide Holder  
for Mic Stands
Model GFW-GTR-PICKCLIP
03726061  ��������������������������MSRP $14�99 • MAP $6�99

Mic Stand  
Accessory Tray 
with Drink Holder
Model GFW-MI-
CACCTRAY
03726137  �����������MSRP $39�99  

MAP $22�99

Standard Tripod Mic Stands
Features include:

• Collapsible tripod base
• Soft-grip, height-adjustable twist clutch 
• Cable management included
• Heavy duty steel construction
• Red safety trim on feet (removable)
• Fits both US and Euro mic clips9

Standard Tripod Mic 
Stand with Single 
Section Boom
Model GFW-MIC-2010
03726129  ������������MSRP $89�99 

MAP $54�99

Standard Tripod  
Mic Stand with 
Telescoping Boom
Model GFW-MIC-2020
03726130  �����������MSRP $114�99  

MAP $69�99
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LINE 6 / SAMSON AUDIO
wireless systems

Line 6
Relay G10 
(with G10TII)
 Plug-and-Play  
Digital Guitar  
Wireless System

We designed the Relay G10 instrument wireless 
system to be as easy to use as a conventional 
guitar cable. Simply plug the G10TII transmitter 
into your guitar, bass, or other instrument and 
it automatically synchronizes with the receiver 
via the optimal wireless channel. Use the Relay 
G10 at home, rehearsals, in the studio – and it is 
compatible with all types of guitars and basses. 
There’s also a balanced XLR out in addition to 
the standard 1/4” output, for increased flexibility 
when connecting your G10 to recording interfaces, 
mixers, and other devices.
00365917  ������������������ MSRP $249�99 • MAP $179�99

Relay G10S  
(with G10TII)
A Stompbox  
Plug-and-Play  
Digital Guitar  
Wireless System

The Relay® G10S is a compact instrument wire-
less system that frees guitarists and bassists to 
move around the stage untethered. A member 
of the Relay Wireless family of products that are 
renowned for their reliability, the Relay G10S wire-
less system features a rugged metal stompbox 
receiver that easily integrates into a pedalboard, as 
well as simple plug-and-play operation. Thanks to 
its intelligent setup features, the unit immediately 
locates and locks onto the strongest available 
wireless frequency as soon as the transmitter is 
docked in the receiver.
The Relay G10S provides pristine 24-bit audio 
quality, free from dropouts and interference, and 
has an impressive 130-foot line-of-sight range. 
The system also includes the compact G10TII 
transmitter.
00365918  ������������������ MSRP $349�99 • MAP $249�99

Relay G10TII
Plug-and-Play  
Instrument Wireless 
Transmitter

The Relay® G10TII wireless transmitter is com-
patible with the Relay G10 and Relay G10S instru-
ment wireless systems and the POD® Go Wireless 
amp and effects processor – as well as Line 6® 
Spider® V 60, 120, 240, and 240HC amplifiers 
(both original and MkII versions) and Yamaha® 
THR®-II wireless amplifiers. 
00365916  �������������������� MSRP $139�99 • MAP $99�99

Samson Audio
XPD2m
Dual-Channel Digital Wireless System
The XPD2m Presentation Dual-Channel Digital 
Wireless system delivers two channels of 
high-quality, uncompressed wireless audio ideal 
for group presentations, educators, worship lead-
ers, and more. Operating on the 2.4GHz license-
free frequency band, the XPD2m offers simple 
setup and rock-solid wireless operation in a porta-
ble package. Set up is extremely easy and you can 
start performing with one-touch pairing that syncs 
the transmitter and receiver channel. 

 XPD2m Presentation System
The Presentation System includes one RXD2m 
receiver, two PXD1 transmitters, two LM7 lavalier 
mics and two DE5 headset mics.
00365203��������������������� MSRP $349�99 • MAP $329�99

XPD2m Handheld System
The Handheld System includes one RXD2m 
receiver and two Q6 handheld dynamic micro-
phones.
00365204  ������������������ MSRP $461�99 • MAP $249�99

Hal Leonard DJ Starter Pack
Includes the Pioneer DJ Controller with Serato 
software), Pioneer HDF-CUE1 headphones, and 
the Hal Leonard DJ Method book with online video 
(HL00291994) – all in one box at a reduced price!
Note: sales may be restricted to certain channels.
00367152  ������������������ MSRP $382�93 • MAP $329�00

Hal Leonard  
Ocarina Starter Pack
This starter pack for players of this fun porta-
ble wind instrument includes the Hal Leonard 
Ocarina Method book with online video by Cris 
Gale (HL00146676) and a deep blue 12-hole plas-
tic tenor ocarina in C Major from STL Ocarina 
(HL00363748) at a reduced, budget-saving price!
00366074 Book/Instrument/Online Video Pack ��$39�99

instrument 
starter packs
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Warm Audio
Warm makes two lines of cable – Premier and Professional – in order to offer the largest number of 
options possible in two different price ranges. Both lines take advantage of Gotham AG’s state-of-the-art 
construction, offering absolutely stellar audio performance, near-perfect signal transfer and the ultimate 
in reliability. There simply is no better-sounding or more reliable cable on the planet, and Warm Cables 
don’t come with a gold-plated price tag – these are wires that everyone can afford!
Both cable lines produce fabulous results, but the Premier line adds above-and-beyond features like 
gold-plated connectors, four-conductor StarQuad construction for powerful rejection of EMI and Double-
Reussen shielding for increased rejection of RFI.

WARM AUDIO / CORDIAL CABLES / SAMSON AUDIO
cables

PREMIER SERIES CABLES

Features include:
• Top-tier gold-plated connectors for durable connection and quality 

signal transfer
• StarQuad 4-conductor wiring for maximum EMI rejection
• All cables guaranteed with a lifetime warranty
• Double-Reussen shielding technique rejects radio frequencies with 

excellent results

Instrument Straight Cables
03720112 6” �������������MSRP/MAP $44�99
03720108 10” �����������MSRP/MAP $49�99
Precious metals aren’t just pr
03720109 18” �����������MSRP/MAP $59�99
03720111 25” �����������MSRP/MAP $64�99

Instrument Cable with 
Right-Angle Ends
03720110 6” �������������MSRP/MAP $23�99

Instrument Cables with 1 
Right-Angle End
03720106 10” �����������MSRP/MAP $55�99
03720107 18” �����������MSRP/MAP $61�99

Speaker Cabinet TS Cables
03720100 3” �������������MSRP/MAP $49�99
03720101 6” �������������MSRP/MAP $57�99

Studio & Live TRS Cables
03720104 3” �������������MSRP/MAP $49�99
03720105 6” �������������MSRP/MAP $53�99
03720102 10” �����������MSRP/MAP $59�99
03720103 20” �����������MSRP/MAP $77�99

Studio & Live XLR Cables
03720117 3” �������������MSRP/MAP $39�99
03720119 6” �������������MSRP/MAP $44�99
03720113 10” �����������MSRP/MAP $49�99
03720114 15” �����������MSRP/MAP $55�99
03720115 20” �������������������MSRP $67�99  

MAP $67�99
03720116 25” �������������������MSRP $71�99  

MAP $71�99
03720118 50” �����������������MSRP $112�99  

MAP $112�99

Studio & Live XLR  
Female to TRS Male Cables
03720120 3” ���������������������MSRP $39�99  

MAP $39�99
03720121 6” �������������MSRP/MAP $44�99

Studio & Live XLR  
Male to TRS Male Cables
03720122 3” �������������MSRP/MAP $39�99
03720123 6” �������������MSRP/MAP $44�99

PROFESSIONAL SERIES CABLES

Features include:
• High-quality instrument cable at the best possible price
• Manufactured using Gotham AG’s cutting-edge techniques
• All cables guaranteed with a lifetime warranty

Instrument Straight Cables
03720136 5-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $23�99
03720132 10-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $29�99
03720135 20-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $39�99

Instrument Cables with 
Right-Angle Ends
03720134 6-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $15�99
03720133 1-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $18�99

Right-Angle End
03720130 10-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $29�99
03720131 20-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $42�99

Speaker Cabinet TS Cables
03720124 3-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $41�99
03720125 6-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $51�99

Studio & Live TRS Cables
03720128 3-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $24�99
03720129 5-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $28�99
03720126 10-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $35�99
03720127 20-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $44�99

Studio & Live XLR Cables
03720141 3-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $19�99
03720143 6-Foot ������MSRP/MAP $24�99
03720137 10-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $29�99
03720138 15-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $35�99
03720139 20-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $37�99
03720140 25-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $44�99
03720142 50-Foot ����MSRP/MAP $71�99

Studio & Live XLR  
Female to TRS Male Cables
03720144 3-Foot ��������������MSRP $22�99  

MAP $22�99
03720145 6-Foot ��������������MSRP $24�99  

MAP $24�99

Studio & Live XLR  
Male to TRS Male Cables
03720146 3-Foot ��������������MSRP $22�99  

MAP $22�99
03720147 6-Foot ��������������MSRP $24�99  

MAP $24�99

Cordial Cables
Instrument  
Ultra Low Profile  
Flat Pedal Board Cable
Essentials Series
1/4” Right Angle to 1/4” Right Angle

00367789 6-Inch Cable �������������������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $19�99
00367790 1-Foot Cable ������������������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $20�99
00367791 2-Foot Cable ������������������������������������������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $21�99

Samson Audio
Tourtek Pro  
Flat Patch Cables
2-Pack of Cables  
with Right-Angle Connectors
00365940 6-Inch ����������� MSRP $34�98 • MAP $12�99
00365941 1-Foot ����������� MSRP $39�98 • MAP $14�99
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Snark Tuners
Hal Leonard is now a reliable source for the world’s most popular clip-on tuners from Snark®. All of these 
products are chromatic clip-on tuners which can calibrate pitch from 415 to 466Hz. They also feature a 
high-sensivity vibration sensor; a bright, colorful high-definition display which rotates 360 degrees for 
easy reading from any angle; and a rubber-padded, spring-loaded clip which securely attaches to the 
front or back of the headstock.

Super Tight® (ST-2)
For All Instruments
00364369 Red ���������������������� $39�00

Super Tight® (ST-8)
For All Instruments
00364370 Black ���������� MSRP $39�00 

 MAP $13�99

Super Tight H.Z. 
(ST-8 HZ)
For All Instruments Plus 
Hertz Tuning
00364371 Black �������������������� $39�00

Snark (SN-1X)
For Guitar and Bass  
with Metronome
00364372 Blue ��������������������� $29�00

Snark (SN-5X)
For Guitar, Bass & Violin
00364373 Black �������������������� $19�00

Snark (SN-6X)
For Ukulele
00364374 Black �������������������� $19�00

9-Volt Supply (SA-1)
00364375  ������������������������������������������������������� $19�95

Daisy Chain Adapter (SA-2)
1-to-5 Daisy Chain Power Cable  
for 9V Power Supply
00364376  ��������������������������������������������������������� $9�95

Band Industries
Roadie 3
Automatic Guitar Tuner
•  Next generation vibration 

detection, enhanced noise 
immunity

•  Roadie 3 can tune a string 
within 1 cent of perfect in 
just a few seconds

•  Tune any instrument with 
geared pegs and within the 
detection range of 27.5 Hz 
to 668.84 Hz

•  New ergonomic design and color LCD screen
•  2x the speed and power of Roadie 2 with more 

than 3x storage for instruments and alternate 
tunings

•  Powerful new vibrating metronome mode quietly 
helps you stay on beat

•  Companion app makes it easy to create your own 
tunings and sync data

00361704  ����������������������������������� MSRP/MAP $129�00

Gator Frameworks

Lightweight  
Music Stand
Model GFW-MUS-0500
03726144  ��������������������� MSRP $74�99  

MAP $44�99

Standard  
Sheet Music Stand
Model GFW-MUS-1000
03726145  ��������������������� MSRP $99�99 

MAP $59�99

Deluxe Tripod  
Sheet Music Stand
Model GFW-MUS-2000
03726146  ������������������� MSRP $104�99  

MAP $64�99

LED Lamps  
for Music Stands

White LED 
Lamp for 
Music Stands
Model  
GFW-MUS-LED
03726143  
MSRP $59�99 
MAP $34�99

Red LED 
Lamp for 
Music 
Stands
Model GFW-
MUS-LEDR

03726198 ������ MSRP $74�99 • MAP $44�99

SNARK TUNERS / BAND INDUSTRIES
tuners

music stands & accessories
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gifts

32

Vandor

The Beatles: Abbey Road – 
Recycled Shopper Tote
00367629  ��������������������������������������������������������� $6�99

The Beatles: Black & White – 
Cordless Wall Clock
00367614 13�5” Wood Clock ���������������������������� $25�99

The Beatles:  
Let It Be – Coaster Set
00367619 4-Coaster Set ���������������������������������� $11�99

The Beatles:  
Let It Be –  
Tritan Water Bottle
00367621  
16 oz� UV Water Bottle�������� $17�99

The Beatles:  
Singles Collection –  
Large Tin Tote
00367618  ������������������������������������������������������� $17�99

The Beatles: 
Yellow  
Submarine –  
Oval  
Ceramic Mug

00367625 18 oz� Mug �������������������������������������� $15�49

Posters
Miles Davis 
Trumpet  
24 x 36 Poster
00362318  MSRP/MAP $9�99

Jimi Hendrix 
Flag Poster  
24 x 36
00362319  MSRP/MAP $9�99

Jimi Hendrix 
Sepia Poster  
24 x 36
00362320  MSRP/MAP $9�99

Sheetminder  
Soloist Single Folder
00291075  ��������������������������������������������������������� $7�95

Sheetminder  
Soloist 5-Pack
00291076  ������������������������������������������������������� $29�95

Sheetminder  
Songbook Folio
00291077  ������������������������������������������������������� $14�99

gifts

90017268

sheetminder
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